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P AC©
(fallowing the Paris teace Conference of 1©I©, a united 
foreign policy for the British Empire was threatened by the 
eontimiiag demands of the Self-governing ©omlnions* espe­
cially' Canada* for a larger role in external affaire.*' A near 
crisis arose in ItII when the Aogio-dapanese Alliance came 
up for renewal* At an Imperial Conference that summer, the 
Canadian prime -Hints ter # Arthur .Meighen, stubbornly opposed 
Imperial plans‘to renew the Alliance on the grounds that it 
would be contrary to the national interests of Canada* and 
refused to support a united policy until his basic demands 
were assured*
the purpose of this thesis is to examine the effect of 
the Anglo-dapanese Alliance on the development of a distinctly 
Canadian foreign policy in If21* It is not intended as a 
complete analysis of the Alliance* nor does it attempt, to 
evaluate the serious consequences of abrogation*
A special- acknowledgement, is due to Or* A* .'Stanley 
frieketb* Chairman of the ©apartment of History at the Uni­
versity of Omaha, for ■encouraging my study In Canadian history. 
1 sincerely appreciate his direction and guidance both in the 
preparation of this thesis- and -my graduate career* In 
addition* I am indebted to ©r* Harl ©alstrom of the ©apartment
of History* who first suggested the topic of this thesis* and 
to Miss Ilia d&na ©ougherty* tnter-idbrary loan librarian* 
who rendered invaluable assistance in securing the Canadian 
documents* newspapers* and numerous books* Also* the dili­
gent effort of my typist., Marian. nelson, is appreciated-* 
©eaplte the aforementioned- assistance.* t accept full 
responsibility for the final form of this thesis*
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Following the First World War» Canadian interest in 
external affairs centered on the uncertain future of imperial 
relations* the main question was whether there would continue 
to he onet united imperial .foreign policy or the development 
of an independent Canadian policy*- In 19II the Canadian ■ 
government made a final, attempt to reconcile a united policy 
for the Empire with the growing demand for a distinctly national 
policy# What emerged was a qualified .Imperial commitment * 
reflecting Canada* a traditional search for national autonomy 
and an independent role_ in foreign ■affairs#
Around the turn of the century, the Canadian. Prime 
minister* fir Wilfrid laurler* thwarted Joseph ChamberIain’s 
vision of Imperial federation * and by 190? the 'dominion 
premiers adopted a resolution ’ calling for an Imperial Conference
o
to meet every four years# ■ the policy of consultation, howevert
f^tie Canadian Annual teylew of public Affairs#, 1911 
(lor on to i '^'Sc3^ ai%7ntH ^  f^Tp* ?S*
Hereafter cited as Canadian .Annual lev lew#
2iaurier was the leader of the liberal Party in.
Canada that tended to favor a nationalistic and independent 
policy * He favored the consultative conferences, but objected 
to the development of executive power# Oscar 0# Skelton, life 
and letters, of Sir Wilfrid, baurier (2 vols*; Mew Vork t the 
Century CompanyTT9'HI,' XX, stfe * ’" ■
I
Inever had a ehanee to get off the ground .before war broke
out in Europe* during which the British War Cabinet continued
3to exercise the single voice of Imperial foreign policy*
Baring the war* another ■Canadian Prime Minister* this 
time the Conservative Sir Robert balrd Borden* objected to.
the- exclusion of the ©om.inions from the formation of Imperial
policy and demanded a voice for the self--governing parts of 
4'the Empire* Britain1s Prime Minister* Bavid bloyd George * 
accepted Borden's demands and agreed to the formation of an
e
, Imperial War Conference -and imperial War■Cabinet In . 191?* 
the War Conference was composed of the prime ministers of the 
seif^-governing dominions and the Colonial iecretary and was 
concerned with' the readjustment of constitutional relations 
within the Empire* fba imperial War Cabinet consisted of the 
British War Cabinet* plus the dominion Premiers* -and forma- 
lated war. .policy* An important constitutional precedent was
^Ihe last conference, held before the war was in 1911* 
at which time the dominions approved, of the renewal of the
* Ang io-J&panese' Alliance*
^Arthur Berridale Keith* Imperial tlnitv and the Do­
minions (Oxfordi Clarendon Press* * p*o4l* Sir Bobert
.Borden* leader of the Conservative Party* favored joint con­
trol over foreign affairs between the dominions and the 
■Mother Country*- <**■ P* de f* Clacebrook* -Canada -at the. Peace 
Conference tforontot /tibiversity' of Sorol$owW e s s ,* W ^ T f p *  
lluTlereafter cited as Glasebrook * Peace Conference*
s’'Robert.. $*aird Borden* Robert baird. Bordens, Mis Mem­
oirs* ed* -Henry Borden < a. vols* f IKSScI IScSiiifaS
Company* 1938)$ ft* 814* .Hereafter cited, m  Borden* iweyiras 
Robert'"balrd Borden* Canada in the Commonwealth* from ion- 
.filet to €k>^ooeration icSd^rd t SSarenddn' Press * 1929>* p*
91*’' Hereafter ".cited as Borden*' .Canada*
-I
thus sat by giving the Bominions a voice in foreign af- 
s
fairs#
Another important step tomrd ©ominion freedom in for- 
tigfi affairs was taken at the Baris Peace Conference in ;l§ii* 
Here, under the leadership of Borden, the dominions achieved 
international recognition of an unusual national status# 
'fhey~were allowed a dual representation, hath as separate 
nations and asi. states within the British aspire delegation# 
they received separate national representation in two inter­
national organisatioiis~fhe league of nations and the Inter­
national laher Organ! satlon— and were- separate signatories to 
the various treaties, which later were ratified in the several 
dominion parliaments^ furthermore , Canada was given the assur- 
ance of a separate diplomatic legation 'in the United States* 
thus, Canada emerged from the Peace' Conference m  much more 
than, a colony, .hut she was not yet recognised as a fully sov- ■ 
ereign state* the actual achievement of such status was to come, 
with the development of a new national awareness within/Canada
n
that would bring changes-of national character* 
s■' Pohert baird Borden, 'Canadian Constitutional i^udies 
Cforontos University of foronto Press, 'l'§S2,f,"^* lL:l0* Here­
after cited as Borden, Studies* ©its conference adopted a 
resolution which was relpwsIBle for a 'Conference in 1921%
See below, p* B*
V .
§iasehrookt Peace Conference; Cordon A* Bewey, fhe 
dominions and, ilo!oi!SSyfm IS^'lSiallan Contribution "(Z vola* | 
london:'J,Jt" longmans, Green «rwT™,nc3SSSjpii&^  ^  "'Sdh# Hereafter
cited as ©ewey, dominions* it should also- be noted that the 
British Biipire delepEim acted with a united, composite 
policy* Borden, 'Canada* p* IBB*
%ewsy, dominions » 11, 34*
Borden never desired, complete separation from the 
British Empires. rather, he sought the establishment of a sort 
of British league of nations in Which Canada would enjoy ' 
absolute domestic Independence and' have a voice in all eter­
nal «tuestiofis which might involve peace and war*. Me repeatedly
g
expressed; his desire'for "nationhood within the Empire," and '
this phrase became the motto of the Conservative Party in
t o
Canada* Cn the other hand, the extreme nationalists» mostly
liberals# favored hmzlm's older- line- of asking for national'
autonomy and demanding that Canada remain .aloof from Imperial 
1 2
obligations* ; the new liberal leader, W M M m  ©yon Mackenzie 
King, argued that Canada should develop her own independent
t o
foreign policy to conform, with her own particular interests* 
Hit* these opposing views, -there was much discussion. in. post­
war Canada, about the future of the Empire, but as long as
g
^Clasebrook, Peace Conference* p* 10; Hebert ftacGregor 
.lawsen fed*)# fhe .Pevel^^ Status* I,P0#-M1§.
(hondon $ O^oMliBIvSsiiy"”¥itess'#'"'SSsilTt pTTilT T'"lSrS®ter. 
cited as Bawson* Status* In Studies.* p* 138# Border* writes*.’-' 
nZ. have never waverSTXa the firmaid constant belief that,. 
within the British Commonwealth of Nations# Canada will find 
her most commanding influence# her widest usefulness#:' and 
her highest destiny*"
1 0
■■'fhe Conservatives stressed that they were not Imperi­
alists* Bewey# iomtolQos*. llr $0*.
^ I M d * * p* 4i* m e  french-Canadian .liberals wanted 
Canada to resist centralisation and resist assumption of 
international commitments* lbid. « p* 4f*
^%ebn S* falhraith# ftte Establishment of Canadian 
.glnlematle Status .at Hdftinglon 'ISmeleyl1'1^ '''SnlverS^ w 1 
cSifojmia 'Brass# WSll# :jlp* 1¥* Hereafter cited as Galbraith*
5Borden remained in power the immediate policy seemed certain#
In July, IMG, however* Borden resigned because of illness 
and chose the minister of interior, Arthur Meighen# as the 
new Prime minister*
Arthur Jfeif hen has .been described as Canada * s ** greatest 
mind#*1 An .incurably shy, intellectual lawyer,, he conveyed 
an icy image to the public and left a trail of enemies wherever 
he went,#' fhere has never been a man .more loved, and hated In 
Canadian politicsnor ever one who was such a *Thero-ie failure**
±A
in the office of Prime .Minister* He entered ■politics in 
1908 after winning elections to the Canadian House of Commons 
as a Conservative from Portage la Prairie t Manitoba# Quickly 
he won a prominent position within the Party and was personally 
responsible for the passage of Borden * s Waval Aid Bill in
■"'Bruce Hutchison, Mr#, Prime Minis ter 1867^1964 fuew 
York: Harcourt, Brace and WocM* ' IWlll, p* -201* Here­
after cited as , Hutchison, Prime minister.* On page 192, 
Hutchison writes.$. "NO man he.ard‘TBIgRen without recognising 
his genius# the whirring wheels of his mind were almost visi­
ble as he spoke, the machinery always working .rapidly and 
smoothly# with a sure sense of direction, but the direction 
was often wrong# *****
1 4* -Ibid*.* .p* 1921 Arthur ft* M* bower# Colony to nation
C4th ed* rev* | Canada % iongmans Canada .blmltea#19l4) #, p*
$06* Hereafter cited as bower# Nation* On page' 190 of Prime
Minister« Hutchison writest *?BefghSn'7 to be sure, was a great 
man.,' but not a. great statesman* Success In statecraft, was
forbidden 'by -his times*- It was forbidden by his brief moments 
of office* It was forbidden by his luck* it was forbidden by 
his own character*** Arthur Melghen held-the office of Prime 
Minister from the summer of 1§20 until fee-ember# 1921# and 
again for a brief period, in 1923* For a complete biography of 
Meighen f see Hoger Graham, Arthur Meiohen C3 vols*; Toronto: 
Clark, Irwin and Company LiiSteS^ IfffoiSS')* Hereafter cited- 
as Graham, Melohen*
$2,11.2* %  2.913 he gained eid^neb «rahfe when ha mm appointed
As Borden*# pret^ffe, i^lghen successfully
•spear-headed the passage of hath the t&t&bMy .Service Act and .
War-time ilsetloa# m %  in l&lt, however* this accomplishment '
later proved to he a political liability since the public
mind, especially that of. .french fanada., associated him with ;:,
i sthe hated wartime policy of conscription*
At ■ first there was ecmsMerahle opposition in the foaf
1 :;.VA- ■•
servative' Party to Meifhen’s appointment as Prime Minister# :' 
almost all of peahen* a colleagues favored Sir toomas White, a 
long time fons^fvative* to succeed as Premier, and even refused 
to serve tinder Meighen* Borden records to his memoirs that 
%  * * it 'was ^ apparent that Meighen would not receive the sup- 
port of my immediate colleagues unless they were- convinced
i f
that Mit e  weuM not accept#* -iventueily White declined the' 
offer because of his health* Melgben was given the bid,: and 
Borden persuaded the mttoMelghen faction to rmain ^ to^Sie 
cabinet*^ thus*'in. duly,,,If 20, lieigfian formed his flimsy
* ,  S ,
I V
*' 'Borden-, itemolrs# ft, 103#*, .toe main opposition to 
Meighen centered m m m M  his IdMtlficatien with'conscri.pfion 
and the alienation of #iebec* Hebert ■ ifee«lfe§0r Bawson, miliam 
byon Macfoensie Hlnot ii Political .ffioarapfoy Iforenfoi 
sHy' w  ioroiio Press,' tWWii:'xp*"T$ w ^  ieieaf ter' cited as 
Oswsen, Graham#' Melohen# 1* 290*.
^Borden, Memoirs* 11, 1040$ Bawsen, itoo,# p* '143.$ 
d$rtoam, Mei<*hen»
1■coalition goveisnment which# although short-lived# enabled 
him to make a notable contribution in imperial affairs*
When ffeighan became Prime Minister and Secretary of 
State for Internal Affairs, he was immediately confronted '
iQ
with the uncertain future of the Empire* Although he agreed.
with Borden* s philosophy of "nationhood within the Empire,"
his views were essentially a reflection of the conventional
attitude of most Jtoglish-speaktog Canadians who.had a strong
emotional attachment to Croat Britain* ■ Be was weix-versed
in domestic matters but largely inexperienced- in Imperial and
foreign affairs, which were formerly the concern of Borden
and Newton W* Howell, m  Ontario- liberal to Borden*s coalition
government* While not considering himself an .imperial states**
man, Meigben did have a definite formula for Canada’s future
in the Empire~a united Imperial foreign policy to which.
Canada would have an adequate voice; thereby working for her
2%.primary ato of Anglo-American accord*"*' Contrary to Barden, 
Meigben was not concerned with new constitutional arrangements 
for the Empire* Just as long as Canada had a voice In an 
imperial policy which protected her Interests# Meigben would 
he satisfied with the present situation* therefore* he
i g fhe Canadian Prime Minister automatically became the 
Secretary of State, for External Affairs*
^Orsham, Meighen. If, S$*
^Oalbraith# Biolomatlc Status* p# 82#
sconsidered par tic ipatlon in imperial councils as one of his
22
most important duties#
At the beginning of Meighen * s term there were no 
specific plans for the next meeting of the Imperial Cabinet 
or for. an Imperial Conference-# but there was a general feeling 
that a meeting- would he convened in the near future# this 
attitude was probably based on the following resolution pro­
posed by Borden at the Imperial War Conference in 1917 $
^solution 3PC.
The imperial War Conference, are of opinion that 
the readjustment of the constitutional relations of 
the component parts of the Empire is too important 
and intricate a subject to- be dealt with during- the 
war# and that it should form the. subject of a special 
.Imperial Conference to be summoned as soon as possible 
after the cessation of hostilities#
They deem, it their duty-# however# to place on 
record their view that any such readjustment# while 
thoroughly preserving all existing powers of self- 
.government and complete control of domestic affairs# 
should he based upon a full recognition of Dominions 
as autonomous nations of an imperial Commonwealth# 
and of India as an Important portion of the same#' 
should recognise the right of the dominions and India 
to an adequate voice in foreign relations# and should 
provide effective arrangements for continuous consul­
tation in all important matters of common imperial 
concern# and for such necessary concerted action# 
founded on consultation# as the several Governments 
may determine*
.From London, $*o-rd Milner# Secretary of State for .the
Colonies#'reminded the dominion governments of this commitment
^Graham# Melohen. If# 6$#
23IbicU. p. 60'.
. Studies, p. u*. — ^  p. i,S.
9as early as April , 1920* Me suggested that the constitutional
26conference meet in 1921* possibly in Ottawa#. After much
hesitation* the Canadian Govemor-Oeneral replied that the
Canadian Government was doubtful about the proposal and that
any such conference .must be preceded by' a .full discussion of
26the issues by the people# By Moyember it was .finally agreed 
that 'the dominion Premiers should meet, in tendon the next 
dune, where they might prepare for a- later consti tutional 
conf erence*
In Canada, discussion on the upcoming conference was 
aroused when Winston Churchill, the new Colonial .Secretary, 
announced that there would be a new system of consultation 
within the Smpire in which t¥tba ©opinions will share with the 
Mother Country in the. responsibility of dealing with great and
■ * 3Q
dominate questions* * # * . Some Canadians immediately be­
gan ■ to smell a plot and In March fhf; .torontp Globe« a leading 
Mberal paper, expressed fear of possible centralisation of
^Graham, Meighen, IS, SI*
2g
■ Governor-General to Colonial Secretary., August 30, 
1920, CArthur Melghan PapersJ, as cited in Graham, Melghcn* II, 
01-62* Shis message reflects the undecided attitude toward the. 
Smpire in Canada and Meighen»s avoidance of constitutional 
theories#
2 7 I b i d . , p *  6 2 *
2s■ Kinston Churchill* former Minister of War, succeeded 
lord Milner as Secretary of State for the Colonies in January* 
the Montreal Star* January If, 1921, p* 1*
aflbi<t» * February .14 f, 1921, p* 2*
s othe gmpire* the issue was further aggravated by Churchill * s
statement to April that the June meeting, rather than being
m  imperial Conference, would be the first meeting of an 
Imperial Cabinet#3^
Beaction of the Canadian tress was sharp and loud* fhe 
Manitoba Free Brass Masted' Churchill and insisted that he 
***** had no business to try to create out of a regular meeting
of the Imperial Conference a new organ of Empire government * * *
and then added *% * * Mr* Churchill# s appointment as Colonial 
Secretary gave rise to free expression of opinion in the nomin­
ions that he could be relied upon to complicate matters by his'
rashness and assurance; and these expectations are being fully 
2 2realised*1* In Toronto, fhe Clobe referred to the whole idea 
as "rather startling" and demanded there be no change from' a 
conference to cabinet system- without the consent of Dominion 
Parliaments*
the proposed June meeting did become a topic of consid­
erable discussion in the Canadian Mouse of Commons , where 9 as
3Qfhe flcfoe ■ (Toronto) * March if, 1921, p* 4* ?he Mon­
treal Star had' ' earlier warned that any plan for' centralisation 
would cause disruption of the Empire* January 22, 1921, p.* 10*
33"Phe Globe (tturoato), April' 27*. 1921, p* 2, this
"Peace Cabinet" was to be an. extension of the Imperial Mar 
Cabinet* Bawson, Status* p* 213*
^Manitoba Free-Press* Mav 23* 1921* o* 13*W^P«WlpPPWPPlP«WiBpiW^ fl^ MjpWlpfljlWWO* 'NIMpiNfNg|iipN^^
33fhe globe Cforonfol, April 20, 1921, p* 4*
It
early as February* fear was expressed that the proposed con.-* 
ference would make changes in imperial relations without the
a  j|
consent of the Canadian Parliament* ' fhe general attitude 
of the Mberal Opposition was that the Meighen government was 
not representative of the country and therefore could not 
speak for the Canadian people at tondofi* .In Itech the.liberals 
demanded a national. election. and Ernest tepointe, a french** 
Canadian |»lheralf suggested that Canada should set her own. 
house in order %  * % before undertaking to rebuild the British _ 
Empire or attempting to modify the Constitutional structure of 
other nations*" Other liberals argued that there was no 
question which required Imperial action*
In 4pril Meigben outlined the agenda, of the proposed 
conference In the House of Commons* According to this report, 
the Bomlnion Premiers would consider four major subjectsi C l )  
preparations for a later» special constitutional conference $
C 3 >  general review' of foreign affairs #. particularly as they 
affect the Dominions $ fS| consideration of the renewal of the 
^gie^ifspanese Alliance? (4) consideration of some working 
method for' common understanding1 on foreign policy affecting
^Canada* Debates of the Mouse of Commons 11931* 5 vols*)* 
I|. 34S-M1)* Hereafter ci^Sj. as Canada* Urates.*'
^Ibid*| p* 468* Throughout the year the liberals de­
manded an election* and in ieeemberj 19319 Meighen was de­
feated*
3 6 I b i d . , p .  5 2 6 * .
■ sy '*the whole 'Empire*” . Me promised that-the 'constitutional: eon- ■ 
ference would' not- take place before" a public-discussion-of 'the 
matter.* and-> emphasised that the london meeting-was neither ■&»■■■ ■' 
Imperial Conference nor an'Imperial 'Cabinet*-but simply ; a v;
3 <3 ,
special' meeting ■' of the Dominion; Prime: Ministers* •
Debate on ■ the proposed ■ agenda. ■ took ■ place: in; the ■ House •
on the ■ afternoon and evening' of hprii- &f* ? and ■ was ■ mailed ■ by ■ a ■
3.9heavy attendance*1’ the stage was set by'Sir 'Robert' Borden*, 
who reviewed the growth of Dominion autonomy*,^emphasised, the 
Importance of Imperial co-operation* and warned against any 
commitments in. Eastern Europe or Western Asia* While referring 
to ffeighen* Borden was cheered as he stated: ”% believe the
preset Drime Minister will stand as strongly for our full
autonomy and all our constitutional rights as any of his prede-
m40
. c e n s o r © * ”
Wexfc in line was William byon Mackenzie Ming* leader of 
the Opposition*, who expressed the fear that an effort1 would 
be made at bondon to commit Canada to a policy of Imperial De­
fense and make new constitutional arrangements for Imperial, 
unity* Although Melghen had promised not to commit Canada to
3%btd*. Jit.* 2504—0.$.}' 2637-39} H)e Globe ( M m t o ) ,  
April 26,~15fS., p. 33V '
38Canadaf Debates, tit*. 2638.
■More than two-thirds of the Mouse was present for the 
debate* this reflects the widespread interest in the future 
of Imperial relations* Craham* Meiqhen» II* $$*
4%anada* Debates* III* 2628~29* fhe Clobe Cforonto)* 
April aa* 1921* pT I*
13
any -agreement without the approval of Parliament* King became
insistent that definite limits be placed on the Prime Minister1s
authority* Mis motion read as follows i
At the coming conference no steps should be taken 
in any way involving any change in the relations of 
Canada to' other parts of the Empire; and that* in view 
of the present financial position of Canada* no action 
should be taken implying .any obligation' on the part of 
Canada to undertakgtnaw expenditures for naval or 
military purposes,*
King stressed that this was not intended as a want of confidence
motion* but Meighen disagreed* fftf the hon* member- M±ncj{7 has
confidence in the Covemment*n he argued* "and especially in
the Prime Minister as regards this conference* 1 do not know
4 2
why ..the motion is advanced*” Me insisted, that.it would be 
.inconsistent with the purposed of the conference to reveal 
Canada9 s attitude beforehand and reaffirmed his pledge that 
no action 'would be taken to bind the country without ratifies-
42
felon by Parliament*
Meighen* s position was defended in a long speech on. 
.Imperial affairs by Newton W* Howell* one of the few Canadians 
experienced in external affairs* ■ "lie emphasised the importance 
of the london meeting but warned against a written constitution: 
for the Empire* "the constitutional conference*” Howell
^Canada* Debates* 111* 2634* Meighen and King were 
bitter political enemies* Bruce Hutchison writes * "the mutual 
detestation of these two men has no parallel in Canadian, poll** 
tics*” Prime. - Minister * p* if 6*
^Canada* •Debates* 111* 2635*
43IbicU, p, 2641.
14
declared | wshould not create for us any new status* but * * * 
should recognise * * $ the constitutional, 'position of all the 
Oomlnlons as being equal in status with the lather Country as
A A
self-governing nations of the British Empire,*" He then
proposed that future imperial relations be based upon nine
tenets of policy which would protect Canadian interests as
■-4Swell as promote imperial co-operation* In closing he de­
manded that Heighen be trusted to carry out his duties as any 
other Prime minister and urged King to withdraw his motion•
King refused and the motion was finally defeated by thirty-two 
votes*4®
the outcome was hailed-by .the Hontreal Star as a "# • *
remarkable demonstration of enthusiasm for Premier meighen. * « * "*
4fand 11 # * * a signal tribute to his popularity* * * #”
3Ebid». p* 2S49*
4S Howell *s nine tenets of foreign policy were as follows! 
(1) the Empire had no- territorial ambitions or aggressive in­
tentions ; 12) it should stand for- settlement of all interna­
tional disputes by peaceable means; (3) it should give whole­
hearted support to the league of Matrons; (4) it should give 
leadership and support to- disarmament and secure co-operation 
of the II# $*i IS) It should refrain from any special or «clu- 
sive alliances:; IS) it should promote international co-opera­
tion; If) it should reeognlsse Canada's special interest in all 
important questions between the Empire and the W* S*; 18) it 
.should not settle important, questions between the Empire and 
the U* S* without the consultation of Canada; If.) if a question
IS of purely Canadian concern* Canada should dictate- the 
settlement* Ibid.* * pp* 2 6 5 2 - 5 3 *  this outline later influenced 
Meighen’s proposals at the imperial Conference* See below* 
Chapter til*
46ttoid,, p. 2658,
4 f the Montreal Star* April 28* 1821* p« 4*
IS
mother Montreal paper* the Sazette* also supported the govern­
ment and accused King of being determined to Hm n  head-down*1
AQ
at anything and everything from Conservatives * * in dune the
Oasett.e reassured the country that Melghen was a "safe man” to
49have in bondon#
4s Meighen prepared for the upcoming conference his- 
position as to imperial relations generally reflected the 
public temper# He favored a united foreign policy for the 
Impire* only if it protected Canadian interests# He also 
opposed any new constitutional machinery for imperial unity*- 
in fact * the public fear of any new arrangements was partly 
responsible for King * s attempt to spell-out the national posi­
tion and tie the hands of the Prime Minister* Although Meighen 
refused to commit Canada to- any definite line of action* both 
he and Howell hinted during the debate that the primary concern 
of Canada at 'the london conference would be the cultivation of
Anglo-American harmony rather than Imperial unity# a goal:
s othreatened by the Anglo-Japanese Alliance.
4^fhe Cassette (Montreal!# April *29# 1921# p. 12*
49Ibid,. June 6, 1931, p. 12.
SO-for Canadian views on the Alliance see Chapter It*
CHAPfBII II
w m  m m m m
Alliances are usually formed to protect the interests 
of two or more powers f rom the threats of some outside power' 
or powers# Ihe Angl o~«lapaaese Alliance was no exception to 
this rule# It was negotiated in Its original form- in•1902 by 
Count Hayashi , the Japanese Ambassador at london * and bord 
baosdewne# the British foreign Secretary,, as a. security measure 
against the seeming imperialistic ambitions of. Russia and 
Germanyt and with' a' View to preserving the status. quo in the
i
far Bast# fha specific provisions of the Alliance safeguarded 
the "special interests'* of Britain in China and of #apan in 
both China and Korea* In case' one of the signatory powers 
went to war with an outside power the other' signatory would 
remain neutral:.; however, if the enemy was Joined 'by- another 
outside power the neutral signatory was bound to aid her ally# 
It was to have effect for a period of five years#'
%
*€bung-Pu Chang i fhe Anolo^dananese Alliance {Baltimore; 
$he dohn Hopkins Press * ns
Chang* Alliance; Raymond 1# Buell* Mia yashlngton Conference 
New yorh i' ' Appleton and Co** ’ 1922 >t p* 11Ji7j|SleailercIl^' 
as Buell, Washington* Buell claims that the Alliance morally 
encouraged daplSeie' ‘aggression for twenty years#
'%# P* Oooch and Harold I’emperley (eds*)* British .Been- 
meuts on the .Origins of. the Mar I89§~4f,l4 <11 vol'STrXBRtott r "' 
SfffT# It# 111-120* ' Hereafter ciS&i as Gooch and femperley* 
British documents*
i?
fb© Alliance a, diplomatic precedent since it was 
the first alliance between a European and Asiatic power# it
also marked the end.,of Britainfs policy of splendid isOla-
S^tion* By If00 the British Empire was faced with, two principle 
threats# Sn the- Par last Russia was easting her ©yes on China 
and India | while in Europe Germany had m a c  ted- a. Waval Bill 
which aimed at'- -ending' Britain*© naval supremacy on the high
A
seas# flic Anglo-Japanes© Alliance freed Britain1© Par last
sguadron and made possible the concentration of her naval
strength in European waters# dapan* meanwhile# would protect
British interests in last Asia and serve as a check on the
£»designs of Russia#
fh© Alliance was of even greater importance to <fapan#
From a diplomatic standpoint it became Japan's %■ # # ticket
6of admission to the great international game#11 She was. Just 
■opening her doors to the West and seeking recognition as a
%Buell# Washingtonp# IGff fleree. 'fate and Fidel© foy#
’♦Here Mght on "the1 Abrogation of the Anglo-dapanese Alliance," 
Political Science duartyjy* MPdf# Wo* 4 CBecembert IPSt), 
pToilTj^toeiflercl^ilas fate and Foy, nAbrogation* -1
4®uell» Washington, p. 106*
5lbld». p. 106; G* P. de T» Glazebrook, A History of
ganadi-an ^Eternal .gelations. (forontot Oxford UnlverslW Press#
^  gi&^ohroek, .lagterosl JlSlSr 
tions t Holland Aim© £tiagmb# lisarmament In For^on'
Pollcv (London: Unwin Brothers" "iSml€eS:,TWS'|,: p*v H T ’Tfer©.-
after 'cited as Chaput, disarmament* Chaput holds that Britain 
abandoned naval supremacyiH^He^ar last to Japan* Ibid#
^Alfred l»# P* Bennia* fhe Anolo-Jaoanese Alliance
(Berkeley t University of CWiforSIAIir'#resSti',:SfWSt 
Hereafter cited as Bennie#
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world power* la addition, 1%. provided the Japanese with a
7
safety measure la case of a war with Russia* ■ the benefit to 
Japan was soon realised # as the Alliance served her interests 
in the Russo-Japanese' war and helped establish her dominance 
of Manchuria .and Korea , pins strengthening her position in 
C h in a * ®
Although the Alliance was to continue in effect until
19Q7* if was renewed during the Russo-Japanese peace negotia-
tions in 1^05$. with some important changes* In its revised
form, the Alliance recognised japan's newly-won dominance in
g
Korea and was enlarged in scope to include India* In this 
way, Sritaia hoped to direct Russia*© attention from Asia to 
Burope, especially because of the growing menace of Oetmany*
7
'£hangf Alliance* p* If; Buell# Washington* p* 107* the
 ' about the
of a Russo-Japanese 
agreement in order to hasten British negotiations# Chang* 
tf p* 82; Buell« Washington * p* 108*
Chang*^Alliance* p* 111; Buell# Wash iffl ton* p* 110*
Most accounts seSTroconclemn the allianceT^roelT on page 110 
claims it protested Japanese militarism from lOOf until lf21 
and was responsible for the large Japanese navy* Bennie on 
page 6S of Alliance argues that it protected Japanese economic 
-advancement an China from British commercial policy* . tehlhasht, 
however* argues that the alliance has been "grossly misinter­
preted *H Me chargesi Professor Bennis *% *"* fathered 
together information for- the purpose of proving his precon­
ceived indictment against the alliance; he has"not treated the 
subject from a historical standpoint*" lamato Ichihashi# the 
Washington inference and. After £$tanfordi Stanford Bniverslty 
prSeS t1 'f gg^1' "Serealler cited as Ichihashi * Washing­
ton and After*'
^Oooch and temperlay, British Bocumcats* IV, 128-133*'
*®Cbangt Alliance* p* 124* Britain feared Russia would 
turn towards India am? 'Central Asia to recoup her losses to
19
furthermore# the 190S Alliance required armed intervention
rather than neutrality on the part of one party if the other
1 1party was at war with a third power* * fhfs- time it was to
. remain in force for ten years#
flie new military obligations of the Alliance aroused
fear among the self-governing dominions of -the impire that
they might, he Involved in a war on the side of Japan against
the United States*. Japanese-iVfterican relations were, from
time to time#, strained, over a number of issues# such as the
annexation, of Hawaii#, the immigration question# the Ian Fran-*
cisco school incident# and most of all# Japan*s ambitions in 
t o
China*' In order to prevent friction between the two English-
speaking powers# the- British Ambassador in Washington# Lord
Bryce # and President faft# through Secretary of State Enox#
negotiated a treaty of general arbitration during the summer
of 1911* the treaty provided that all disputes between the
two countries that could not. be. settled by diplomacy would .be
13
submitted to a court- of arbitration* After this treaty was 
    .
Japan* '"ibid** p* 116* Britain also feared the possibility of 
a Geman-Japanese agreement* Graham.* Halghen* 11* 68*
i i*■ Chang# Alliance* p* 1145 Xehihashi* Washington and 
■After*. p« 116* :gy 1S10 Igot Alliance Britain was not obllged 
to come to the aid of Japan in the iusso-Japanese War*
^Buellf Washington* p* Ilf; Graham* fleiqhen* .11# 69*
^IU B* Wow at* the Biolomatic Eel&tlons of Great. Britain 
and the United It&tcs "'’Sdwair^'SB^S'and. ^ 7 *  W2ST* 1
p* 321*  Hereafter cited as Howat * Molomatlc Eolations*
to the itates Senate § m  approval, Britain re^
negotiations with Japan to modify the Alliance* 
fubseguentlyf on July 13, Itll, the third and final 
revision of the Alliance occurred due to the initiative of 
Idle British government* BhlUfee the previous two versions,, 
the 1911 Alliance was the work of the whole ^ttpire* At a 
.meeting of the imperial Befense Committee during the stammer 
of ItH, the new version was submitted to the dominion repre*
» *  • * .  « — »  « « « . “  —
this action the Angi©~Japanese Alliance became the first 
treaty o# alliance to receive Berninion approval before 
British ratification*^
the main alteration in the Itll Alliance was the 
addition ©f the following provision, Article $V, which empha* 
aiced the impire* s desire to maintain Anglo^Americ an. accord s
Should either high contracting party conclude a 
treaty of general arbitration with' a third- power. It 
is agreed that nothing in this ■agreement shall entail 
upon such contracting party an obligation to go- to war 
with the power with whom such treaty of arbitration is 
in force*
thus# .Britain attempted to exempt the United States from the 
operation of the All lance .5. a move which aggravated .Japanese
14 ■' Chang, Alliance* p* 1 S>2* Australia abstained from 
voting* the lomJSI^iwere also consulted on the problem of 
■Oriental immigration* iewey, dominions* IS, 7 0#
, p* 361 Galbraith,
tennis, Alliance* p.# 1041 OOoch and yemperley# 
..British locuments*nW l l  * ~ S32~S33.*■*
unrest until the proposed arbitration treaty was Milled in
if
the United. States Senate* ' Article IV’, therefore, did not
come into effect until 1914, when Cecil Arthur spring-Hiee,
the British Ambassador in Washington and Secretary of .State
William Jennings Bryan negotiated a Peace Commission treaty#
the British foreign Office immediately reguested and received
Japan's assurance that the treaty would be considered a general
treaty of arbitration wit bin the meaning of Article IV' in 
IBthe Alliance# this interpretation., however, was"kbpfc secret 
until 1921*19 .
Meanwhile, as war clouds gathered over Curope, Britain 
had a more urgent purpose in renewing the Alliance* ft was 
hoped that a reinforced connection with Japan would eliminate 
any possibility of some Jemaii-Japanese sfreemenb. and, at the 
same time, maintain a Far- Eastern ally in the troubled years 
ahead* Again it was to remain in force for ten. years with 
the added, provision that if neither party gave notice of 
termination at least twelve months before the expiration date,
^Mewafe, Molomatic Beiatfons.it p* $21} Buell*'' .Hashing- 
ton* p* 119*
^%ennis, Alliance* p.* 60} Bewey, dominions« If, fO-Vl* 
In reality the Peace Commission freaty' wasHSolHJnarbitration 
treaty since it merely provided for investigation*
19*^Buell, Washington * p* 126*
John Chalmers Vinson, 1£he Parchment Peace '{Athens, 
Ceorglai 'the University of Oeorgla’^ r ^ E T ^ ^ W r ^ p * 27} Here­
after cited as Vinson, Peaces Chang, Mlianee* p* 150*
the Alliance would remain hinging: until one year after ■ such
notice*2'^
lAirlng the ensuing war~the first real teat of the
Alliance-^dapan -proved to .he a helpful ally to the British
2' ? '■" 
j^tpire* While draafe Britainfs fleet was employed in the
WorttiuSea, Atlantic, and Mediterraneanf the Japanese navy
patrolled bote ^ tee Indian and. Pacific Oceana, even 'the British
Columbia coast* fhey destroyed. Soman naval, bases and Con-
23voyed aweag and Indian forces to the .battle fronts* dapan's 
gallant response, however, was not without a selfish design* 
the war offered an - excuse 'for. #epan to assume tee old Carman .,. 
rights in tee Orient and to engage in the Siberian interventions 
all in hopes of expanding tee ^Island Empire*M
the necessity of obtaining «fapan*s co-operation forced.
24
Britain to support these imperialistic activities* ' ■ .An example 
of such acquiescence occurred early in 191? at tee height of 
tee German submarine campaign,* M  order to get. Japanese aid in
tennist Alliance* p* 104; dooch and fempefiey#
22dapan declared war on■ 0e.rm.any on August IS, If 14, 
eleven days-after Britain* lehih&shi* Washington and After* 
p» lit* Wickham B# Steed* editor Of ^8Stt"
although tee' Japanese naval- and ■eMerrE W l S w i  supported .the 
Allied cause, ’ tee Oeneral Staff favored intervention on tee 
Side of Oemany* Wickham H* Steed, ’’British Policy in tee 
Pacific *” Nineteenth Century and After fApMl, ifitl, pp* 396* 
409* Herea?ter’"cfted~S,:J'S¥e^,;'l,’#6ElSic,M
^William H* Hughes* .the. Splendid Adventure Cbondont 
Ernest Benn limited, 19291, p*""lSl* liereSler^cltM as Hughes, 
,5 fate and Poyt nAbrogation,” p.* S33*
^Chang, Alliance* p* 184#
the Mediterranean* 'Britain promised. In a secret Anglo-Japanesa 
note, to support Japanese claims to tee German rights in 
Shantung and tee German islands in tee Pacific north of tee 
equator at a future peace conference* in return, Japan would 
'H#' ■*' • treat in same, spirit Great Britain*s claims to German 
Islands South of /tee/ Equator*” Consequently, Britain was••pip*1' -wpa ■— —■ “  w
bound fey this agreement at tee Paris Peace Conference, and 
Japan received tee league.of nations mandate over former German 
possessions in-tee Pacific and on tee China mainland? thereby 
becoming the dominant power In tee Par East*
After tee war tee future of tee Anglo-dapanese Alliance 
seemed uncertain# With the collapse of Isarist Bussia and 
Germany, neither Japan nor Britain needed tee Alliance for 
defensive purposes* In fact, only one country, the United 
States, was in a position to threaten teeir interests, and to 
tee British, a war with tee English-speaking nation' was on-
2g
thinkable* Moreover, tee Alliance was an example of those 
arrangements which were to fee supplanted fey tee league of
27
nations* By February, it20, in a prepared' memorandum, tee
'^British Ambassador at fokyo to tee Japanese Foreign 
Minister, .February 16, 191?, Great .Britain, foreign Office, . 
Bqonments on British Foreign follcy* 1.9.1.9-1.9.39.» ed* B* &• Wood­
ward ' and'' Bohan’TStier'li^fst leiles', 'lvo35*iT^ondon ? Mis 
Majesty*# Stationery Office, 1947~19S8>, VI, S63* Hereafter 
cited as Foreign.Office, documents* France, Italy, and tussia 
also bound themselves to support Japan*e claims* Ibid** p* 562*
^fate and Foy, ” Abrogation,” p*: 534#
27
**'Article 3PI of tee Covenant stated?
w3®t*e Members of tee league severally agree teat this 
Covenant is accepted as abrogating ail obligations or
18S011
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assistant legal advisor to the British Foreign Office recommended
the modification of the Anglo-Japanese alliance m  as to bring
it %  -* * into complete accordance with the procedure for the
avoidance of war and settlement of disputes tech ie laid
'USdown by the Covenant#11 ionaeguently, on ituly tf lfIOt foreign 
Secretary Curson and Baron Chinda, -the Japanese Ambassador in 
bondon, sent a joint communication to the Secretariat .of the 
heague in which they' declared that the Angio-Japanese Alliance 
of 1911 %  * * though in harmony' with the spirit of-the Cove­
nant of the league of nations,” was %  * * not entirely 
consistent with the letter of that Covenant*” Accordingly they 
promised *** * * that if the said agreement he continued 'after
duly* 1921* it must he in a form not inconsistent with the 
2#Covenant** Shortly afterward* it was generally accepted that 
this declaration was the formal- notice of termination respired 
by the ifII proviso and* therefore* the Anglo-Japanese Alliance 
would empire on duly 131 if II* 'unless it-was renewed before
understandings inter .so which are inconsistent with the 
terns thereof*
In case any Member of the league shall* before be­
coming a member of the league* have undertaken -any 
obligations inconsistent with terns of this Covenant it 
shall be the duty of such members to take immediate steps 
to procure its release from such obligations**
.Monthly, -fummary of the l»eaoue of nations* m *  4 CCenavat 
league ofMations, Augustj l92iT, p* 65* Mereafter cited as 
beacue Summary*
IBMemorandum by Mr* Malkin on the Anglo-J&panese Alii- 
ance as affected by the Covenant of the beague of Motions * 
February IS* 1920* Foreign Office, documents* VI* 1003*
og
•' 'beaoue summary* p* SB* to page 18$ of Alliance* 
Chang 'States that'chi's communication indicated, deiirelfor re­
newal*
as
that date* -thus 4 with a limited amount e# time in idtlch 'to 
act., the British Empire was forced to decide whether or not 
t l i#  Anglo^Jspanese Alliance should ha renewed*
m e  future of the Alliance was also closely related, to 
the problem of naval competition in the Pacific# All three 
Pacific powers* the tmited States., British Empire, and Japan 
seemed to he headed for a dangerous and expensive face in 
naval a»smehta*. in 1919 the British Admiral of 'the fleet * 
herd Jellieoe* compiled ,a series of reports on imperial defense; 
needs in which he emphasised the increasing necessity for a 
Par Eastern Hsvy of considerable ■ strength* 'the estimated cost ':. 
of this new fljeefc was approximately a hundred million dollars-
30
annually* ' Japan was also embaricing on a costly building
program intended to five her a navy equal to the United States*'
%  1921* half of Japanese revenue was being devoted, to naval
31and military spending.# * Both Britain and Japan*, however* 
were directly challenged by an unprecedented building program.
In the United States designed to produce a navy .second to none* 
■mis threat of American naval dominance increased world tension 
since the only adversaries against, whom the United States
■ 32
fleet could be used were great Britain and Japan* ■ ■
^M#w endelen tt* .C a rte r*  ,fjbe B r it is h  Commonwealth and 2 U r - 
fe r n a tfo n a l S e c u r ity  ( fo r o n to i B i t  h y e fs c m ^ r S S S ^ l^ W r 1PP* *' 
W ^ lw T ’T S e W l l r W t e d  as C a r te r *  S e c u r ity *
31Ibid. »■ p* 41*
32Ibid., p» 40; Gr&ham, Meighen. II, 70*
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.Meanwhile* a loud clamour m s d  in both the tilted 
•States and British Empire against the senseless escalation of 
uaval expenditures# In February* 1921* Senator Borah reintro­
duced his famous resolution calling for naval negotiations
between Oreat Britain* Japan* and the United States and for
33subsequent. naval reductions# " 4 few months later bord x*ee of...
P&reham* First bord of the Admiralty* let it be bnown infor­
mally that Britain was prepared to reach an agreement on
naval equality with the United States and thus abandon her--
34traditional policy of naval supremacy* ‘ Despite this popular
movement to forestall m  armaments race* however* an agreement
between the three Pacific powers was almost impossible >*|s long
as the 4nglo-Japanese Alliance remained In effect# In fact*
American naval experts warned that the United states must have
a Pacific fleet equal to'a combined Anglo-Japanese navy if the
3SAlliance was renewed*
the mere idea of renewing the Alliance was viewed with 
intense suspicion by the United States* and the State Department
^Senator William 1# Borah first introduced his resolu­
tion in December* 1926* but it failed to pass because the 
Wilson Administration would not consider any move separate. 
from the league * and President-elect Harding would not commit 
himself on the issue* John Chalmers Vinson* William 1*. “ 
and fehe Outlawry gf. M m  (Athens* Georgia* (Iriiversiw «
Press* i f f V } *  "pp* 3*7-38# Hereafter cited as Vinson* 
.Borah*
34Ss.rfeer, Security, p. 41. The message was given to 
Adolph S* Ochs, publisher ©f The Hew YoEje Times in April» 1921. 
Ibid.. p. 41.
.. p. 40.
2?
constantly checked Britain's- plans* .As early as tetcher# l#X9t 
the United States Ambassador in tendon was Extracted .to in­
form the State department of any developments in regard to 
the Alliance*3^ fhe'teXXowing spring ■■he was farther- advised 
that if the Alliance was .renewed, it should be modified m  m  
to encourage Anglo-American cooperation in the Far i&et* and 
its duration should he shortened to five years %  % v since 
the orientation of Japan's foreign policy is seemingly un- ‘ 
btable*"3^
Even, though Article XV of the itll version was designed
to exclude the possibility of an. Anglo-American clash * some
Americans still argued that the .Alliance contained a secret
clause aimed at the United states*^' While the Hearst papers
actually accused Britain of uniting with Japan against the--
United States# most Americans merely wanted to know the reasons
sgfor a renewal* nM  in truth it Is not aimed at the United 
ftates or any other great Power*" Inquired the MewVorfc Times*
Acting Secretary of State (Phillips) to the. Ambassa­
dor in great Britain (Bevis)# 'October 2f 19X9. U* S* depart­
ment of State* Parers delating to the Foreign delations of the 
United States (waSmngtoni W  A* Government Printing Office # 
iffwT SWipnTS* Hereafter cited as W* S* a * * foreign Halations
3<* ■ &
Acting Secretary of State (Polk)- .to the Ambassador in 
Great Britain Ilavis}# Hay 10#, '1920*' lbid». p« €SB* $be. B* $*■ 
Government. made no formal declaration cm the Alliance*
3Q
M* 0* Kennedy, «Anglo-Japanese Co-operation and the * 
Far East*" TheUineteenth Century'and After* #11- (August* 1927>»» — .*» * *a!'«WKW . —  «y»iw.i«»i— wnMMwwMnnn  n   11 n II m» « y h w. igg.«w..-i»ijw«iw * ■■■■** * f
167* Hereafter cited as Kennedy* Far
’ ^% h e  toundtable* 3CI (london s Macmillan and Co* , ltd*# 
September#' l^Siy#,?:,8 ® * T,lL'
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4:0"why renew it at iii?« v M s t m e t  of the. Alliance' centered 
on Japanese imperial ism rather than fear of a war between the
United ibates and the British gmpire* in if21 * the Mew torle 
limes reported- that nine oat of ten Americans opposed the
ance appeared to establish an toglo-japanese condominium in
b|,e Far last to which S m p m  was free to extend its power on
■ f
the Asia mainland# Moreover* the 'United States* with its own 
ebmmereiai interests at stake* tended to sympathise with
the Chtoese were violently opposed to the continuation . 
of the Anglo-jspaoese poet since they seemed to he its prin­
cipal target* Bver since the infamous twenty-one demands* the 
Japanese had. made serious inroads into Mongolia* .Manchuria* 
and China itself*^ Among toe Chinese protests was a 
message sent by a group of businessmen to toe governments o f  
the British impire and the lMifeed States to which they argued 
that termination of the Alliance would prevent further
. « * « «  w n i t o a , 4* C. * « .
Chinese plenipotentiary at toe Faris Peace Conference.* also
41Alliance because of -Japan's aggressive policies*'' toe Alii'
“According to lord Bryce* toe Mew Veto .limes* October
ig*. is 21 * p* i#
AO
4^toe Vancouver, "iun  ^June- IS* 1921* p# 1
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urged Britain to terminate the Alliance and support the Open-
j*e
Boor* Probably the most influential representative of 
Chinas however# was Bertram benox Simpson#, a political ad*
visor to the ^ president of China# who conducted an effective 
anti-renewal campaign in the United States# ■Britain# and 
Canada*4^
Of the Alliance’s two contracting parties# Japan was 
probably 'the strongest in favor of renewal* the military' 
power viewed the. Alliance as valuable protection for Japanese-
ft*?
military activities abroad and insisted- upon an extension# ■ 
taring the summer of 1920 the united States Chargfe in Japan, 
Edward Bell# evaluated Japanese opinion on the Alliance* Be 
reported that although the general public was indifferent# a 
large element, especially the intellectual classes# favored 
renewal because of the prestige value of a diplomatic connec­
tion with great Britain* this liberal faction defended 
Article IV as an Important step towards better American- 
Japanese relations, while# on the other hand# the chauvinistic
4% h e  Montreal liar* JUne 4# 1921# p* 1#
4%utnam Weale /Bertram benox SimpsonT, An Indiscreet 
Chronicle from the Pacific (New York I BodrfJT Bead an3^£^rP“  
|Sny*1ir,tT#S2li» '^tereaSl^'cSted as Weale, Chronicle* For -an 
account of Simpson * $ connection with Canada," see below In 
this Chapter-*
Chang* Alliance* p* IBS* In Iflf, the British mili­
tary attache in wEyoreported that the Vice-Chief of the 
Japanese -general Staff, Fufcuda Basataro, strongly favored 
continuation of the Alliance* Brigadier-Cenerai'Woodroffe to 
.Hr* Alston,# October St 1919* Foreign Office, Documents» VI, 
772*
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element claimed the Alliance was now ineffective and useless-# 
generally the Japanese government was commited to renewal and
49
even tried to convince the United States of their food will.# • 
Croat Britain , therefore , was caught between the 
opposing views of the United States .and Japan# By 1020# 
Britain was anxious to cultivate closer ties with the United/ 
States bub, at the same time# she could not abruptly turn her 
bach on an old ally# In fact# some Britishers actually feared 
that japan would ally herself with 0ermany and Russia if the 
Alliance was not renewed and thus endanger British interests 
in India and the Pacific* As early as Bee ember* 1019 f the 
British .Ambassador in Tokyo warned t
Bo not .* * * he too sure that, a Russia~Japan- 
Sermany alliance won * t work# It may not he this exact 
comhination-^hut the new Anglo-Saxon combination is 
looming up- in the: mist as a real bug-bear to them, 
and if they are not admitted to-it*'they will cast 
about for some protection against it*
4% h e  Chargfe in japan to the Secretary of State, dune 
11, 1920# U* 3 • .A* , foreign Bel at Ions, 1920* H , 0S2—6B4* in 
a conversation with’Charles Ballet, Sun Correspondent * discount 
Kabo stated there was no reason for the' Alliance to be renewed 
and complained that Britain was ^Master of the Orient” too
the Vancouver Bun# April 2T, 1921, p# 1#
4^The Montreal Star* July $, 1921, p* 1* On duly 4,
1921, the follHEHgst'aEement issued- by .Baron Shidehara, 
Japanese Ambassador- to the United states, appeared -on page one 
of fb-e- Hew York Times i ”By no stretch of the. imagination can 
it be honestly stated that the alliance was ever designed or 
remotely intended as an instrument of hostility or even de­
fense against the United States,.”
so-Canadian Annual .Review. 1921, p# 9S*
^better from Mr* Alston (Tokyo) to Sir J* Tilley d e ­
ceived February 12, 1920), December 30, 1919* Foreign. Office, 
Pocuments. VI,'913#
The over-mil British ’position as-to the Ail lance was 
clearly stated in a lengthy memorandum prepared by C* H* 
Bentinck, a member of the Far Eastern Department of the for­
eign Office* In co-operation-with the Foreign Secretary hard 
Gur-son* in this document* the foreign Office claimed that 
while Great Britain and the United States possessed similar 
interests in China* Japan was antagonistic: towards their ef­
forts in preserving the .status .one* In considering the 
possible renewal of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance* Britain could 
not overlook these conflicting interests* even though the Alii* 
anee had been beneficial to both parties* and japan* ”in spite
o# lukewarmness * fr had served- as a faithful ally during the
£2 ■ ■War. According to- the memorandum, Britain1 s paramount goal
CO
Foreign Office Memorandum, on Effect of Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance upon Foreign Relationships* February 28, 1920* For- 
eigA Office* Documents» TO, 1016-1917. The report claimed 
Japanese and British interests conflicted in-the following 
respects ?
”1. Japan apparently desires to retain a disunited and 
feeble China where she- can fish in troubled waters* 
it is .In the interests of Great Britain that China 
should, be united and strong enough to hold her own 
against .aggression from her neighbors*
2* The natural outlet -for the superfluous population 
of Japan is China# where Japan comes* however* she 
closes the door to the trade" of all hut her own 
nafionais* Great .Britain seeks to maintain the 
open door and equal commercial, opportunity for all*
3* Japan aspires to- the hegemony of the Far East and 
her- foreign policy is not always free from, selfish­
ness and 'Opportunism*
4*. Her economic interests compete with, those of Great 
Britain* During the war she pushed her trade with 
India* China and the whole Pacific littoral at the 
expense o f  this country 'whose chief commercial rival 
She is in the Far East#:
5# Japan desires and intends to expand both in China 
and in the Pacific* In this she menaces our
was improved relations with the United States* it even sug­
gested that renewal of the Alliance was unnecessary if 
Britain could count on active co-operation from the United
States* In spite of similar interests* .however* an Anglo-
S3American: agreement was probably Impossible*. ■' ' ”0«r future
position in Hongkong * the Straits Settlements and. the 
Pacific Islands* She 'threatens our long-osfc&blished 
economically paramount position in the ¥angtse 
valley* Her military party are suspected of har­
bouring designs upon the integrity of China both - in 
Manchuria* Mongolia and in Shantung* The future 
has still' to show how far she is likely to prove a 
source of danger to Russian Interests in northern 
Manchuria and'Eastern $Iberia*
6* Just -as Imperialist Germany demanded a * place in the 
m m * at the expense*, if 'possible* of the" British 
Empire, so the'world-wide expansion of this Empire 
■ evokes a certain amount of jealousy in the minds- 
■of many Japanese*
7* lastly, the colour bar— racial equality claim—  
fed?fles agreement between japan -and■the Dominions 
and meets with Implacable opposition In Australia*
Hew Iceland*' South Africa and fanada*. The -United' 
States of America are in this respect also at one 
with the Dominions*”
Ibid*, pp* IClf-lOlS*
S3.lMd* * p* 10X3# the similarity of interests between 
the United "Wates and Great Britain, were cited as follows!
”1* The United States, as shown above* are confronted 
with the same racial problems as are the Dominions*
2* Both have possessions which they must defend in 
the Pacific*
3* Great Britain and the United States sincerely -de­
sire the rehabilitation of China and. agree that 
■equal opportunity should be accorded to the 
commercial enterprise of all nations*-' ■
4* -The English-speaking communities naturally tend to 
draw together*
S* . fh-e aggressive attitude of Japan' and 'her doubtful 
commercial morality have increased this- tendency 
b o  that both politically'and economically the two 
great Anglo-Saxon peoples have been driven together 
to redress -the balance of power in the Far East*”
Ibjd*
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course*** continued the report * ^lies between our 4 1 |  with 
whom our interests conflict end our friend who is united 
us by race t tradition* coTOini% of'interests* and id.eale*,*^ 4 
fhe Foreign Office believed that ''renewal of the Alli­
ance offered Britain three aOvant.agesi an insurance policy 
for the Empire in the far last* a safeguard against a possible 
ftusse-Barm&n rapprochement * and a certain ehaeJe: over Japan * s 
policy in China# ^  In conclusion* the position of the foreign 
Office on renewal was that
Some sort of bipartite understanding in the Pair last* 
to Which France might also -adhere* would indeed he an 
Meal situation# ihtli our ideal " can be realised* 
however* we must content ourselves with the next best 
arrangement—-allianee with Japan; intimate friendship 
and co-operation with the United States of America 
and France*
this attitude was generally shared throughout Croat 
Britain since the Alliance had been the basis of .British Far 
Eastern policy for almost twenty -years* the Mmaa Insisted that 
the Alliance could not be abandoned without a more comprehend
*ry
sive arrangem©nt-*-a typical attitude of the British papers#- '
In if21 the feasfc facing the British- government was to recon­
cile Anglo-American, harmony with the Anglo-Japanese Alliance# 
Bince the problem was of Imperial concern* Britain referred.
S4Ibid.t p. 1019.
>#. * p# 1033*
56Xbid., pp. 1022-1033*
57The Times, June 20, 1921; Kennedy, "far Bast,” p.
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tee master to tee June meeting of tee dominion Prime Ministera- 
for a solution*
Australia* Mew BealsnC f and Canada were directly con­
cerned with tlie Anglo-japanese Alliance* llte two South 
Pacific Dominions retarded tee Alliance as an insurance policy 
against expansion and* consequently, favored renewal#
A a long as tee Alliance remained in effect, Japan, would not 
attempt, to challenge tee "White AusiraliaH programt since such 
a move would threaten her partnership with Britain* More­
over, neither Australia, nor H®w Iceland desired to maintain 
tee costly military and naval forces which would he necessary
without tee Alliance* therefore* if it "were not renewed* they
■ ■'■ ■ sowould demand a- new protective arrangement as a replacement * ■
Prime Minister william Hughes of 'Australia*, however*
did not favor an unconditional renewal of. tee Alliance*
AtudLona to foster Anglo-American friendship* he favored renewal
■only in a'modified form so as to he acceptable to tee United 
BO  :States* Hughes, realised teat in future years Australia 
would need American 'food will* especially in case japan attended 
her imperialistic a m  into tee South Pacific* Although there, 
were differences of opinion within tee Australian. Parliament, 
the general consensus was in favor of renewal one way or
^%&te and Fey* ^Abrogation,*** p* S3S#
Dennis* Alliance# pp* 84-8S*
£tfi
Hugh&Bg Adventure.# pp* 119-120*..
3S
Clanother# ' iy. April* li2i, tiufbes informed the House of 
loprooentatiims that he would work for a modified Alliance at 
the upcoming Imperial Conference* A few weeks later he 
cabled hie position to bondon*^
Stenerally speaking*, the attitude of New Zealand, was 
the same as that of Australia* premier william. F* Hassey 
placed an exceedingly Important value on Japanfs loyalty during 
the W m  and* comsegneiihiy.* viewed renewal -of the Alliance as
C A
an expression of gratitude* thus* while .Australia and Hew 
Seal and seemed to agree in principle with Britain's position* 
only Canada remained uncommitted*
Canada was primarily interested in the renewal of the, 
Anglo*-Japanese Alliance because of her close connection with * 
the United-. States*. Unlike the other dominions.* Canada*s 
destiny within the Empire appeared to be her role as .an .inter** 
prater between the United' .States and Croat Sri tain* Because 
of their Imperial connection.* Canadians felt they understood 
Britain better than their southern neighbors and* at the same 
time*, as follow Worth Americans* felt they understood the
^Journal of. .the Parliaments of the Empire ll*ondont 
Empire faWESentary AssoclaM^S *r 08X ^ 6 1; Cohn
Chalmers Vinson* *sfhe imperial Conference, of if21 and the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance,n Pacific historical tsulew* XXXI, tfo*
$ lAngnsi* US2>* 2SB* Hereafter cited as ‘llnson*' "Imperial 
Conference* H
^fhe Montreal Star-* Hay 23, If21* p* 1 0*
^fhe Vancouver Sun,» Hay 23* 1921*-p* 1*
^ffhe Montreal Btar* June 4* If.21* p*- 1; Vinson* t^m**
periai Conference,1*' p* 337*
Waited States Batter than Britain.#®® In fact* the two 
American nations often shared the same fears m i  anxieties * 
sucb as the tost coast hysteria in. regard to Japanese immi­
gration# Jn 1921 it would have Been difficult to decide 
toother greater Canadian sympathies' were with their Mother 
Country or their sister to the South* At any rate* Canadians 
wanted to steer clear f«  such a decision since it would
sseither tear apart their own country or breafc-up the Empire* 
Therefore* haunted, with fear of an Anglo-American confronta­
tion * Canada tended to view the Alliance with disfavor#
toe Canadian press generally opposed renewal of the 
Alliance on grounds that it was no longer necessary and. only 
threatened relations with the- United States* A leading advo­
cate, of this opinion was toe Globe of Toronto» a voice of the 
liberal Party# As early as Wecember 28 * 1020* a Globe. edi­
torial expressed strong opposition to renewal and warned 
against a Wapanese-American war# It ■ suggested that "Canada *• « 
treaty or no treaty— wouM feel under no obligation to come 
to the help of Jfapsn against the United States and so- open 
her own borders to .invasion and to all the horrors of modern 
war#**
®%ewton W* tewell* toe British Empire and fterld Peace 
(Torontot Victoria tollogews^t iWSWt pp* 
tafee* Clifford Slfton in Eolation to his time (Toronto x Mac­
millan Ti^pTtaW***
®%obert A# Mae&ay and &* B* ftogers* Canada bodes Abroad 
(-Toronto# Oxford University Press.* 1938i *" ®7mT $ W  WTmSJ^liT^ 
m m & % p* 192*
€?The Globe (Toronto) * December 28* 1920* p* 4*
3?
.It was:not;imtUUL-M bq5« 'that 'the Miianee
became. a popular topic of ■ editorials*. the foronto.; Slobe ■ con­
tinued Its fight against the Alliance and again' warned that, 
in case of .an, Anglo^Hmetiean struggle* %  * ■* Canadian ;sdil 
would become the theatre ef the -major operations on -Ian## 
Canadian blood would flow llhe w b e r  *aod ;tha 'women -and chil^
drsn of, this,, .dominion would ‘be- subjected to- all -the horror- •
S3 >,.*.. 1
of modern war,1’ 'In June, ;fhe Clohe adopted a ’positive posi**
tion in favor of a tripartite agreement-, between the feiited
statesf 'the British Empire, and Japan, to replace the Mli**'
go
ence* .v-According to the feroabo'paper, the Alliance not only 
threatened---the..West hut also-'protected Japanese aggression in 
the, far Sasb*^
Another strong voice against renewal was John W* Oafoe, 
the liberal editor of the tteilhoba .free Press,* Ont. Hay 16, he 
claimed that Canada would be justified to oppose the Alliance 
since offensive and defensive alliances were not'in *’* * . har­
mony with the new international spirit1* and proposed that ”a 
good understanding between the British ■ nations and the United 
States would be * « * the- best possible guarantee of the 
peace of the world*** ■ *#fhe case for renewal of the treaty 
from 'the British point of'view* *5 the editor continued * "does
68lbid., May 3, 1921, p. 4,
69Ibld.. June 24, 1921, p» 4.
70-”-J J,, June 30, 1921, p. 4.
^Manitoba Free Press. 'May 16, 1921, p. 13.
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.not appear very strong* impart from the; peace of mind that
the signing might bring to Australia and Hew Zealand * * # the
2advantage to any of the British nation#‘is not apparent#st 
.during the summer of 1821 the free frees continued its denun­
ciation of the Alliance#, In regard to criticism that abroga­
tion would isolate. Japan* the "Voice of - the frairles,f stated*
Wobody wants to see Japan Isolated dr treated with . 
ingratitude* hut* ’unfortunately Japan * s idea of grat.i-v 
tude appears to'he recognition and support of her 
.imperialistic policy in the far last*"' if Japan will
not accept' m  international policy that cuts at the
roots of imperialism and forbids encroachments by the 
strong upon the weak * « * then she'will find herself 
isolated by her own course*
the outstanding exception to this prevailing attitude
of the press was the- .jteitfteal- .8tar« an ultra-conservative
paper which put on a "dimm-and-trumpet campaign" for renewal*
.In regard to the fears in the United States* fhe Star claimed
that Americans .insisted on misunderstanding the treaty since
** * * they can only regard the AngSe-Japanese as anti-American
by deliberately reading ail the documents in the case in the
Vscontrary sense*w On June 21* The star argued in favor of 
renewal since - Japan was a proven ally and cl aimed that the 
Canadian faction in -opposition was under **# * * a silly
^%hld,*-* .August 22* 1821* p* 11*/
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- John- Bartlet Srebner* "Canada*. the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance and the Washington Conference,14 Political Science 
.Quarterly.« 193S* &* 49* Hereafter cited 1S ^ « S S & w*Wi!,nrw"D,t 
Japanese*n
>;fhe. Montreal Star*' April 29* 1921* p* 10*
delusion that boot-licking is the way to win American respect
7U
and consideration. ” SS&SS2S£Sft* another Montreal gager* 
strongly supported the denservative government and followed 
Premier Meighen * s position on the Alliance*
In comparison to the other Provinces* British Columbia 
was not. as concerned with the renewal of the alliance as it 
was with retaining control of Japanese immigration.*. By. 1921 
over IS,*000 Japanese immigrants resided in 'British Columbia 
and* mostly for economic reasons.# were resented fey the test 
of the British population* the formation of leagues to e x ­
clude orientals# and anti-Japanese agitations were character**
MM*
istic of the Host coast in both Canada and the United States* ■ ■
Wilts preoccupation with the Immigrant problem was clearly re**
fleeted in the editorial page of the yhncouver Sun* a leading
paper in British toiumfeia* On dune 8 * Wm* -Sun stated that
fhe primary .motive on which all dealings with, the 
Orient must fee based is a purely biological one*
Ho matter- what treaty or trade pact may .fee under 
discussion there is one fundamental premise which .
ifeM*:. dune tlf ItSlf p* 10* In duly* the Montreal 
-Star even ali^ched 'Wm Clofee Of Pronto for its ant^^ifiSc 
position in regard to renewal* Ibid.. duly If* 1921* p* 10*
77
Canadian Annual Bevlew. 1921* p* I4| Arthur H* M* 
lower* panada and W e  ^ r  lail^.1040 (Hew Vork t institute of 
Pacific Relations*T^ixT#' 'p*rW * i e r e a f t e r  cited as bower* 
far laffi.* After a trip to' Western Canada* tflckham II* Steed 
SlS -SBSS claimed he found trustworthy evidence that Japan­
ese agents, probably’ members of the Pan-Asiatic -Black Bragon ' 
ioclety* were working in British Columbia and in the event of 
a Japanese-Amerlcan conflict in which British Columbia would 
fee considered hostile to Japan* these agents could completely 
isolate the province in twenty-five hours* Steed* ^pacific*" 
PP* 398-401 *
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must be accepted before negotiations -are opened*
Canada must be reserved for the White race#, •'
Jn conclusion* the editorial claimed that
the question of the desirability of Orientals ms 
.settlers or the goestlgn of racial prejudice do not 
enter into- the problem' at all# It is purely a mat** 
ter of biology and seif^preservat|gn and the sooner 
it is thus understood the bettor*
Regarding the United states* fhe. Sun asserted that Canada, was
toe^key** to tefie**teerlcan harmony* "totoiag I a more toper**
taut to the world#** declared the1 editor# "than that the Anglo-
Sascon race, typified in the too great togMto-speaktog nations#
soshould continue in harmony and cooper ation *n ■
unlike the press# the Canadian government did not take
a definite stand on renewal before the Imperial Conference in
June* When before Parliament to April# ’ however* Premier
Heighen did hint at the position he would take to boadon 5
If there is one: dominion to which# more than another# 
the question of the renewal Is of "importance# It Is 
to the dominion of Canada* X say that with particular 
reference to the relationship this dominion bears* 
and must always bear* as a portion of the British 
Umpire standlnf— If I may say it ^between great Britain 
on the one hand and the United' .ftatos on the other*
I need not enlarge upon how serious# or even how' 
momentous* Is the deliberation that must take place 
as regards toe question of the renewal of that' 
great' degree* out of the very great interest of the 
United fishes in the renewal or the non-renewal 
thereof* *
70
' The Vancouver Sun. June 8., 1921, p. 6* 
79Xbid», p, 6.
80Ibid.« August 25, 1921, p. 6.
81Canada, Debates. XII, 2639,
the only other real reference to the Alliance in the House 
was by Ifewton. W* Howell who- openly declared hie opposition 
to renewal after noting %  # * the feeling that does exist 
in the United -ibabee in reference to this alliance# *
Because of the emphasis upon Anglo-American co-operation, 
in ifti# it was not surprising that the idea- of a tripartite 
arrangement became a popular alternative to renewal in Canada# 
In fact# the first official suggestion for a Pacific confer­
ence among the United states# the British Impire.* rad Japan 
appears to have originated in Ottawa* as early as February# 
Stt-I# Meighen cabled Uoyd George# suggesting that the Alliance 
he terminated and a conference between the three Pacific powers 
he arranged*. Hereenrer# in order to learn the views of the 
United States# he suggested that
a representative of the Canadian Government should, get 
in touch with, the new President and his Secretary of 
State as soon as possible after their inauguration 
and discover through informal confidential conversa^ 
tions whether any such policy is feasible* 'for this 
purpose I would«aominate Sir' Bobert .Borden who is 
willing to act*
"'■ Ibid*» p* liSf? fhe Montreal Star blasted Howell #s 
suggestioEtEat Canada discourage renewlTneeause of the 
American attitude* April 2f# 1021# p* 10*
S3 ■'^Governor-General to Colonial Secretary*. February IS# 
1921# CSorden Papers# pesfc-1921 series# reel Hi# folder 2S3* 
Microfilm copy from Public Archives of‘Canada)* the Canadian 
Government also expressed the attitude that %■ * * every pos­
sible effort should be made to find some alternative, policy 
to that of renewal* Admitting that -the Alliance had been use­
ful in the past# it nevertheless seems true that the conditions 
have been so altered that the. old motives tm longer hold# while 
the objections have greatly increased#** .Ibid*
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bleyd George * 0 reply* however* was negative since he aid net.
want to contact Washington before the upcoming Imperial Con-
84ferenoe and thereby tie the hands of the Prime Ministers.* ■ 
boring C* Ipirlstie* legal advisor In the department of External 
Affairs* blasted this rejection as a disastrous step away 
from .Atifio-American co-operation and suggested., that Canada 
approach Washington separately ! o therwise » there would he only
gc
two choices at the bondoa meeting— renewal or abrogation *
It was at this point that Melgben left his proposal and began 
to arrange his trip to London*
While preparing .for his debut in imperial affairs* 
Meighea relied heavily upon the -advice of certain associates 
experienced in foreign matters* such as Borden and Powell« Me 
probably depended, most* however* upon boring C* Christie* his
£54
^Colonial Secretary to Covernor-General * February 26* 
1921* copy* Ibid*
S&e
^Memorandum.*, Christie to Meighen* March 3, 1921*
Ibid* In this memorandum Christie argued that according to 
bloyd George * s telegram the
*%. * * formulation of a proposal to the United States 
could hardly fail to tie the hands of the June meeting 
'•especially if it was. favorably regarded by Washing­
ton** If it was not acceptable to Washington it is 
difficult to see how It would tie the meeting; and in 
that event moreover it would seem an advantage to the 
meeting to know the truth * If on the other hand it 
proved' to be favorably regarded by Washington one 
would suppose that * * * the meeting would welcome 
the opportunity for actual, co-operation, and thus for 
giving' reality to the pronouncements that British- 
American concord is the highest aim of our foreign 
policy* **
Ibid*
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la§al adviser § who aapplie# mil mi Wm  specific data. $**4
o.g
arpimenis - to. wool# nee# in toadem#
Aoettor person who appeared mm tto scene mu# consulted 
with ifeiftoO’ a M n i  the Alliance warn Bertram h m m i Simpson*
aim# haewa %  the psetoenpsi Wutmim lieaie# to ajstwiaer to fto 
of ' China ■§ .Simpson warn, conducting a campaign for 
tto Chinese feral§n tffiee- a§a|j*e& renewal of tto toManca*
Co toy 1# toriiif ttoir conference* toiiton. ashe# simpaon to
s*?s*$mtM a memorandum on China1 s attitude toward the Alliance*
in this memoratow* Simpson clearly state# China* s frieraaees
an# warned toigton of an impending tofio«*0mm;Mm clash if the
Alliance was renewed, despite Article Ilf* Simpson reasoned
that in Hie w e n t  #f a ^apaneae-toeirican war* .China wool#
‘enter ae an ally of tto.tlaite# state## this in t o m  wool# re**
guire the British Smplre to aid Japan, afainat China an# eoa«*
seguea'tly* sooner or later* fit# Umpire wool# he fighting the
antolte# States*'" this memorandum 'pteyide# more ammunition for
Halfhen's fotore mtaaalt on the Alliance hat it ia doahtfai
that Simpson to# meet*' Inflig&gi&e on the Premier* a deetsiire 
BOatan#* to early as fehimaty* Meigton was determine# to end
i»i;.iw>ji>^li»>^Bt.i iMiri.it!. lomi—■—(■ >■ ini<»W <*iy ir«»wn^i.rvi« i>i>8>i*»irwarirjfc<»«i^rip»M^»i;i>i;i'^)rif«> ■•
86Grahant, Melahen. II, 73-74.
^'toale* ^ronicle* p# SI*
Bf$ pp# $3~S?» Simpson also informed toed tiddeXX 
on the sittotlen in China# pp* §S~33; §eerge A* B*
litoeiif tor# Slidell*.a Intimate giary: of the fence fmmimtmmm 
an# Mter*4J^^ fdrffc t. r&gm^rmSmM
cited as JUwfd Riddell, Diary.
"sraham, Melqhen. II, 75.
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t h e  MMmmmt  h e  a i l « t  e a t l X  t h e
Xeeei^et
m m w m  m
tn dune# 1921 the first Imperial gathering since the 
Paris Peace Conference convened in bondon? Although this 
meeting became known as a regular Imperial Conferences it was 
officially entitled the ^Conference of Prime Ministers and
Representatives of the united f&fegdom, the Bominions, and .
l ■ ■ • ■India*1* ■' Unlike similar meetings before the Mar when dominion
representatives were merely informed as to a foreign policy 
formulated by the British foreign Office, the dominion Pre­
miers converged upon London In 1921 in order to directly 
participate in the determination of .an.Imperial foreign poli­
cy*^ Of these prime ministers, dan Christian Smuts of South
.1*Great Britain* House of Commons t Parliamentary Papers 
<j|egor^s# Vol* H1Iif Cmd* 1474, ^Conference of Prime Ministers 
andreiFesentatives of the United Kingdom, the dominions and 
India held in dune* July and August, 1921t Summary of Pro­
ceedings and documents#v> 'Hereafter cited as Qreat Britain* 
Cmd* 1474# Ibis report offers only a sketchy summary of the 
proceedings and only opening speeches are published#' Accord- 
m g  to this summaryt ” fh e  greater part of the proceedings, 
particularly that relating to,foreign affairs■lanct defense* was 
of a highly confidential character# * * • Other parts, though 
not so secret in their nature, were intermingled with matter 
which must for the present be "kept confidential*” p# 1#
%ohn .0# Calhraith, nfhe 'Imperial Conference of 1921 
and the Washington Conference,” Canadian Historical Bey lew# 
30C1X {dime, 1948), p, 149* Her#« ter '
^Imperial C o n f e r e n c e # n
4S
Africa, Hilliam $* Hughes of JUistraiSa, and William f# Massey 
•of How leal and were all veterans la foreign affaire,, whereas 
the Canadian Premier* Arthur Meighen* was making his first 
appearance ootaMe Canada as an Imperial leader# for this
reason, some historians have described :;Meighen*s role at the
■ "■; 3
Conference as being like .a "debutante among dowagers*w
’fie imperial conference was primarily concerned with 
three questions* preparation for a constitutional conferencei 
defense| and foreign policy* especially the renewal of the 
anglo-fapanese Alliance*. Hhiie these first' two subjects were 
quickly, yet tactfully, abandoned, the latter proved to b a ­
the most significant issue' at the meeting* throughout the con­
ference, the major factor influencing; the -consideration of 
foreign^ policy;-was the fervent desire on the part of all the 
participating parts of the Empire for: closer ties with the 
United dtates# this plea for Anglo-Amerlcan harmony, once 
uttered, was echoed by each prime minister, who differed only 
in their suggestions regarding the effort which should be made 
to achieve the commonly desired goal* As early as February# 
1M1, the times asserted that %  • * the future of civilisa­
tion# as we know it today# rests upon a close understending
xne ao=i„ to, c 1o3»
IWUPjl M»:i*M*ijr>i<*iPPi«W‘wa*|WWw#t^ii»M|<jriWPipiMpWi< i m ilyrjiPip#ijap»*riw ii^iP! i*wW'w «w ji^iiWiyiriwr^iiriw
Graham, Meiahen. ft, SI* bord BiddeH observed! 
^Meighen, the Canadian""'Premier, has considerable ability and is 
well-read, but lacks experience.*’ bard Bidden, Oiary. p* 303*
A
^Vinson, imperial Conference,*1 p.* 251* Vinson empha­
sises that the whole Empire, rather' than just Canada, desired 
the cultivation of American friendship*
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.relation# with the United States * therefore* became an in-*
visible hand that shaped the outcome of the •conference#
fee Conference of Prime Ministers formally opened at
$o* 10 Bowning Street on June 20* and the general mood of the
premiers was expressed in the first few sessions.* in his
opening speech bloyd George emphasised, the importance of the
far Eastern <iue#tie»* "fhere is no garter of the world*" he
declared* "where we.ida.slre more greatly to maintain peace and
fair play for all. nations and to avoid, a competition of arms-
manta than, .in the Pacific and in the far East*" inferring
to the Alliance he continued s
Our Alliance with Japan has been a valuable factor in 
that-direction In the past* 'tie have found Japan a 
faithful, ally* who rendered us valuable assistance in 
an hour of. serious and. -very critical need.* fba British 
Empire will not easily forget that Japanese men-of-war 
escorted the transports Which brought the Australian 
■and Mew .Iceland forces to Europe at a time when German 
cruisers were Still at large in the Indian and Pacific 
Oceans* We desire to preserve that well-tried friend­
ship which has stood, us both in good ■stead* and to 
apply it to the solution of ail questions in the Far 
Bast* where Japan has special Interests* and where we 
ourselves* libe the United States * desire equal oppor­
tunities and the open, door*
Sn this endeavor hloyd George hoped to receive .American sym­
pathy and understanding* "friendly co-operation with the 
United States*" he declared* nis for us a cardinal principle* 
dictated by what seems to us the proper nature of things*
% h e  yimes* February 11* 1921* p* 11* 
;%raat Britain t Cmd* 3,474 f p. 13. 
7|bid,
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dictated by instinct quite as much as by reason and common 
Sanaa#w thus-* bloyd feorge desired Imperial co-operation 
w* * * with the. great Republic to mil parts of the world*”
Poll-owing iioyd Oeorge, ’ the dominion premiers and 
Srinivasa Sastri* the representative of India* delivered 
their individual introductory statements* first on the agenda, 
was the- Canadian Prime Minister, .totter Meighen* Me urged 
that lengthy introductory statements he avoided in order to- 
consider the problems before the conference and then pro* 
caeded to deliver a brief* ten-minute speech in which he fen* 
erally remained uncommitted on the principle topics# Eegarding 
the Alliance, he declaredi WA11 i can. 4o now is to assure you 
that t* representing Canada, approach this question with a 
full sense of responsibility* and in seeking to interpret what 
1 believe, is the prevailing opinion of my country -on the sub* 
jeet, 1 do so with a firm resolve to reach* if it can be
q
reached-* common ground with .ail. representatives here*” He 
further emphasised that Canada m s  satisfied with the consti­
tutional. progress within the Impire .and did not seek any 
revolutionary changes* As to the value of the conference
S|Md* On -dune 11* 1911, fhe Vancouver .ten reported, 
that the united States would be tSe''mS|orr' deciding
the future of the alliance* the headlines reads A^fJOlO-JAP 
PACT USP.§MiS OH II* S*« p. 1*
%raat Britain, Cmd* 1474, p* 1€*
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itself* He praise# tli# principle of co-operation and unity
' i a
through consultation as the basis of tile new world order*v 
MelgHeft’s example of brevity was not shared by the 
other representatives * however* and rather- lengthy speeches 
were delivered, the nesct day# In his initial remarks* Premier 
Hughes of Australia requested .renewal of the Alliance in a 
modified' ferai acceptable to the United -States Government 
since its attitude was a difficulty that must he faced# He 
continued ?
1 am sure 1 state the opinion of Australia when t say 
the people have a very warm concern in their hearts 
for America* they see in America today what they 
themselves hope' to he- in the future* He have a ' 
country very similar in extent and ■resources* and it 
may he' laid down as a sine m m  non .that any future 
treaty with Japan*, to he' satisfactory to Australia* 
must specifically exclude the possibility of a war 
with the United states of America-.* * * * in any future 
treaty we must guard against even the suspicion of, 
hostility or unfriendliness to the United States*'
Furthermore* he claimed the Alliance was directly tied to die-*
armament 'and- suggested that a conference to include both the
12United -States and -Japan might be the best solution*
the Hew Zealand Prime minister, William Massey* also 
emphasised the importance of the Alliance and essentially -agreed 
with Hughes* remarks* Xn support of renewal* Massey reviewed
^®Ibid* * p* 1?* Meighen also urged toll publicity be 
given to theproceedings*
U Xbld,, p« 19.
12Ibid* t p. 20* Hughes supported the Alliance m  the 
best means of protection,for -Australia and as "a restraining 
hand upon' Japan ,rt it would promote world peace* fhe Globe 
Cferonfo), June 3-0* 1921* p* 1#  ' ~
mJapan * b loyal, service- during the Mar* In fart* if Japan had 
been an enemy %  * * neither- Australia nor t o  'Zealand would 
have been able to- send troops to the front* neither could we 
have sent food, or equipment*’* this had to he remembered
i 3
t#* * * In connection with the renewal of the treaty *f* hie 
staunch position in favor of renewal, however* was weakened 
by the prevailing desire for Anglo-American accord* ”1 sm^ 
prepared to take the American view into consideration**’ added 
Massey* nt do not want to leave -any wrong impression on that 
point *,r^ 4
Even though South Africa was not directly concerned^ with
the Pacific, Prime Minister Smuts* in his opening remarks,
emphasised the'"future Importance of the far East In Imperial
foreign policy* He observed,!
Undoubtedly the scene -has shifted away from. Europe to. 
the Far East and to the Pacific* 'the' proMems of the 
Pacific are to my mind the world, problems of the next 
fifty years or more* Xn these problems we are* as an 
Empire* very vitally interested* three of the'dominions 
border'on the Pacific; India Is next door; there, too* 
are the United states and Japan* there, also is China* 
the fate of the greatest human population on earth will 
have to he decided* there* Europe* Asia and America 
are meeting, and there* 1 believe# the next great 
chapter in human history will he enacted*
^$reat Britain* dmd* 1474* p* 31*
14Ibid* Massey* s views on the Alliance were in open 
conflict with those of Sir John Findlay* a former New Sealand 
attoraey^generai* who was serving as an'unofficial counsellor 
to the government* before the: conference convened* Findlay 
claimed that both New Sea,landers and Australians opposed the 
renewal of the Alliance* fate and Foy# nAbrogation,” p* $42*
*%reat Britain, Cmd* 1474* p.* 2$«
tiftile Smuts failed to dlselesd his m m t position as bo're**"
oewal of the Alliance at this time* he emphatically expressed
his opposition to ail exclusive alliances* which* he warned#
would lead to the establishment 'of rival groups and finally
to- a nm * * terrible Catastrophe more fatal than the one we
IShave passed through*.** Reiterating the plea for a closer 
relationship with -the Halted States, Smuts pointed out that 
.America was also a staunch ally during the Mar* "fhe only 
path of safety for the British Empire,” he declared* "is a
17
path on which .she can walk together with America*”
Fo!lowing the introductory speeches the conference 
turned to the consideration of foreign -affairs* the whole 
day of June 24, was devoted to- an exhaustive- exposition of 
Imperial foreign policy since the peace conference by the 
British foreign Secretary * .herd Curzon, with the Colonial Sec­
retary, Winston Churchill* handling the special problems of
IBthe Middle- last*. Afterward, according to the published 
report of the proceedings, "there followed a series of
*1 ■£?
':/".Ibld** p* 26. As early as May 23, 1921, however, 
Smuts declared in favor of renewal if not objectionable to 
the Halted States* ffte Vancouver Sun. May 23* 1921, p. 1*
^Creat Britain, Cmd* 1474, p.* 24*
IBIMS** 'P* 2# 0n page -419 in Canada*. A •-Modern History
(Ann Arbors' the University of Michigan Sress,^Swl* John..
Bartlet Brefoner states that Curzon put on *% * * one- of his 
most monumental performances * a full-dress rehearsal of world 
affairs, building up to the necessity of renewing the Angle- 
Japanese Alliance* * * *” Hereafter cited as Brebner, Canada*
It
important discussions, which were largely conversational. in
form | each representative intervening in tarn as occasion
IPprompted* without formality of any Hind*1* tfhll# Hughes, 
Masseyt and '.imnts discussed specific aspects of policy* Meifhen 
confined himself to the question of how a foreign policy for­
th# whole umpire should he fo^ttilated# He proposed three 
^postulates** to govern the future conduct of Imperial policy# 
i*irs% there should he regular conferences, between the repfe** 
sentatives of ftgltain# the Dominions* and India for the 
purpose of deienaininf one Imperial foreifn policy* Secondly* 
the British fovemtftent should always tetee into account the 
views of the governments of the dominions and India before 
formulating policy* even Plough it bore final responsibility ■ 
to the ilng* thirdly, If a. special aspect of policy !s': of 
special importance to any single Dominion, that Dominion’s 
Voice in the- formulation of policy Should be commensurate with 
the importance Of -the decision to It* Regarding 'this' point* 
Meighen added t rftn ail questions affecting- Canada and the 
United ftates*- the Dominion should have full and final author* 
lty*’*ao
^%reat Britain, Ottd* 1474, p* 3* fbe report'stated 
that this type- of procedure had three objectives % ’’first* 
that the members Of the Conference should all put their ideas 
.into common stoclc and thus fain a -thorough understanding of 
each other*# point of viawf' .second* that the principal ques­
tions of foreign policy ■ should, be examined by this means from 
everys point of viewf and third* that, there- should be a free 
and full discussion of the general aims and methods, to be 
pursued**’ Ibid*
^%!!liam ft* Hughes Papers, Stenographic ieport Of Im­
perial Conference of lill* secret* As. quoted in Galbraith*
Although Melghen defended his three postulates as merely
an elaboration of existing procedure* he met strong opposition
from the other'.members:-of the oonferenee# .bloyd ■-George agreed
with the general, idea of'the .proposals "but -stressed/ that- the
.y^ole' Umpire ■valued the friendship of 'the'-lltoited^ itatesv not
just -Canada* i.li Is a ’very dangerous -doctrine#M- he warned,
that allows one -Dominion or one country to have -a: decisive-
voice in determining Imperial foreign: policy because' "we are
21all. involved once anything happens #** ■ Premier Hughes argued, 
that if $$eigbeftfs third proposal was accepted, Australia should 
control imperial policy regarding the Pacific * the Far Bast* 
and the navy since ”# * * they were more vital to her than to 
the other Dominions** Undeniably there.were weaknesses in 
Meighen’s- proposals- and a few primal questions were left un­
answered* For instance! How was more continuous consultation 
to be achieved? How could the British government * if it con­
tinued to- bear sole responsibility to the King* accept views 
with which it did not agree? How would it be decided, which 
tominion should have the predominant influence in determining
’’Imperial Conference# * pp* 14S-146* fhe.se proposals- bear 
marked similarity to the nine tenets of foreign policy advo­
cated, by hewton W* Howell in the Canadian 'House of Commons# 
April 2?# 1021* $ m  above# -Chapter 1* footnote 43* Here-' 
after cited as Hughes Papers, Calbraith, "Imperial Confer­
ence**
21^Hughes Papers# Galbraith# "Imperial Conference#"
p• 143 #
'’'Ibid., p. 147,
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the policy to he p r s i M  fey all? ' ■ fa .regard to the latte# 
question, the Anglo-dapanese Alliance was a case la point# 
While Canada could demand abrogation because of he#' dependence 
upon &nglo-Americaa accord* Australia and Mew Zealand Viewed 
the Alliance from Hie standpoint of their own security'and *
24
therefore, could demand rental#
Closely,related to this discussion on foreign policy 
was. the project of a constitutional conference which was to 
assure the dominions of a greater Influence in Hie formulation 
of imperial policy#. Cne of the chief duties on the agenda was 
arranging for such a future constitutional, meeting, hut this 
plan ran into stiff opposition from 'the pominion premiers# 
Helfhen argued that such action was not only unnecessary hut 
also dangerous# Eememfeerlng Mac&ensie 'Ming1# gat motion in 
the Canadian Parliament. earlier that spring * he warned the 
others ■ that any announcement that constitutional changes were 
feeing contemplated would create political unrest in the feomin- 
ions.. Besides, argued Melfhen, the minor changes required by 
the listing structure could be- accomplished in regular con­
ferences in the future*^ On this Issue ffeighen was supported 
fey the Australian Prime Minister*, nSt may fee 'that S am very
23
Oraham* Melghgn, 11, 86-87# Meighen desired to es­
tablish a .concrete prlnciple that Canada should have- control 
of Imperial policy affecting Mocth America..;just as India con­
trolled policy affeetihf the far Bast# Canadian .Annual 
Review * If21* p# 78*
^■Crabsm* ijelghen# IS* 87*
25Ibid,. p, 88.
dense*w deelared Hughes, n&ut $ m  totally at m loss to under­
stand what it is that this ©onstltottoaal pi
to de#w .Us praised the ©iastleity of to© present sitmtion 
ami ©laimed toe Bominions c®ill not dp any mop#, not even a# 
Independent maUontt that they ©paid not da aadeir this- existing 
a#raii0Mmt«' far ©xamtliif Slitfttes to#©#ved* Canada. was already
27
preparing to have- her own ambassador to ifashiagtoh* • iyftef 
several Meetings were devoted to to© Issue* to© premier# to* 
aided to toantofi Borden*s constitutional resolution of if If#'
M  a replacement* they adoptod that# ow» resolution to; which 
they el aimed that toavtaf regard to the ©oastitohioiial develop­
ments since Iflf, no advantage is to h© fatoai hy holding a
»i|.
eonstltotlonal conference #vf fUftoermor©* they affixed
ttseijr desire fair' continuous eonahltatipni ©npressed their 
deslr© for annmal comforto©##* ».•* # * or at onto intetvaia as 
may prove feasihl©** § and sanctioned «v * * the existing prac­
tice of dir set ©oimnunicatlon he tween the Prime Ministers of 
the ihitoi Kingdom and the ©©minions, as well m  the right of 
the latter to nominate: tahtoet mnistors to- r&p^&eat them
.Wj^ l.pi M)f. tutininimiiUiifiifU m
^%reat Britain* $»&* I4fi* p* il# ft**§t*©# alto stated t .
**i too*** of ©owe©, the Besolutlou of toe If If €onferenoe# 
ant mmh water %m ton under to©' Bridge sine© to©a*w' lMd»
^%a§htof .Mven&nr©* pg* 144-14$*
^%r#at Britain-, ©md* 14?4., p* 10. Reflecting on this 
action totoen argued that **lt won id he difficult to- suggest - 
any sntotontial reason for this detemtaafion*** Boherfc Laird 
Borden* f*fh©' British Commonwealth of Rations*n toe tale to* 
vi-pw. Iduly* lit# I* p# fee# Hereafter cited as Swfoto#' ' 
^l^monwealto# n
in consultation with the Prime Minister of the United f&ttgW-'
dom**,af ■
Ht-e conference also deferred action concerning m  im­
perial navy on the grounds that *’# « * the method and expense 
of such co-operation are matters for the final determination 
of the several Parliaments concerned* w the general consent
.i • • t .• ,;
sue of the Bominion premiers * therefore# was to maintain the 
status quo in their Imperial relationship*
Meanwhile* secret conversations were taking place in 
Washington on the future of the jy&glo«*fapsiteaa Alliance he* 
tween Auckland Geddas* the British .Ambassador and United States- 
Secretary of State Charles Ivans Hughes* On -fane 23 * 'Hughes 
informed Geddes that the United States overwhelmingly opposed 
renewal of the Alliance because it encouraged Japanese aggres­
sion in the far .Bast* therefore* he insisted on its immediate 
termination* Ambassador Geddes replied: that Britain could 
not rush such negotiations without offending dapan and sug­
gested. 'that the best solution would be to simply replace the 
Alliance with a tripartite pact* Although dapan would probably 
oppose such an agreement § Geddas felt confident that Britain 
could persuade her to acguieece.* .immediately Hughes gave his
^%reat Britain# Oad* 1474* p* 10*
30IbicU
31^Memorandum of a Conversation between Secretary of 
State Hughes and Ambassador Geddas* dune 23# 1921# U* S* A*, 
forelon delations* 1021# li# 31S*
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personal assent and before the day had ended he received
President Harding * s approval f or the plan* Hughes earned
Ceddes* however* that before a final settlement could be
reached it must eonformwwith American foreign policy of no
82alliances and no obligations# All of these developments 
were kept highly confidential*
Sack lit tendon* the Angle-Jspanese Alliance 'quickly 
moved into the" limelight as the most significant and urgent--' 
problem facing the Empire. Since toe Joint communique to 
the league of nations the previous year was viewed as a formal 
notice of', termination* toe conferring statesmen were required 
to reach a decision on toe question of renewal before toe" 
expiration date of July IS* Debate on the Alliance was finally 
opened on June' 28* by foreign Secretary Curson and after 'a 
brief historical survey- of toe treaty*, he presented toe case 
both for and against its renewal?- Also* he revealed part of 
Ambassador Cedde&* message- that Secretary of State Hughes 
was interested in ^tripartite co-operationw in toe Far last 
and then suggested that toe Impire express its willingness to
% a
participate in a Pacific conference**** Sn conclusion* how­
ever, he recommended renewal of toe Alliance in a modified
S*# State Department, Decimal Files 741 *9411/140%*
As cited'in Vinson* ^imperial Conference*** pp* 282-263* tois 
part of the memo regarding the tripartite agreement was 
omitted from toe published version of Foreign Halations#
^ Oraham* Meighen. II* 90; Carter* Security# p* 44*
Just how much Cur&on' related of this highly '’confidential dis­
patch is not known.
$&
form and warned the premiers they onlyhad sixteen days ■ left 
in-.which.-to act*^
At last-the bimcv arrived for Meighen to mafce his stand. 
On dune 2it .the day following Curson*s- speech, 'the- Canadian 
Premier launched his carefully planned assault# He immediately
voiced his strong opposition’to renewal ■ of the Alliance, in •-
USany form, and then proceeded to ’ present - his case*-' * In - the 
first place, argued. .Meigbeh,- the : perpetuation of the’Alliance 
was pointless since the original reasons for its existence, 
the menace of Eussiu and Germany, had- disappeared# A con­
tinuation would not only fail to prevent a future Busso-German 
pact hut would probably encourage such a combination# .More­
over, such entanglements were incompatible with the league of 
Hat ions,*. Since alliances have failed to maintain peace In the
OA
^Vinson, ’’imperial Conference, ” p# 263; Brebner, 
"Anglo-Japanese," p* ' S3* According to Brebner, the British 
Cabinet, the Committee on fmperial'defense, Australia, Hew 
Seal and, South: Africa, and India all favored, renewal in some 
form* &rebnerf Canada* p* 419* According to Premier Hughes 
the Alliance had to ■'remain in effect even, with the possibility 
of a Pacific Conference since such a conference would probably 
not. be held for another year#, Hughes, Adventure, p* 124*
^ % e  also circulated a. confidential memorandum against 
renewal* $he Globe Cferontol, #uua 30, 1921, p* 1* .Although 
the transcliptofthe debates - has not yet been released from 
secrecy, the correspondent for the Canadian Press Hews Agency, 
Grattan GVheary, who was also- a close friend of Meighen, 
cabled reliable dispatches to the -Canadian press which pro­
vide some insight into the conference proceedings*
S^Xbid.; fate and foy, ’’Abrogation,” p* 543*
^Graham, Melohen* II., 90*
past, he argued* the time. had come to try new methods for
30
the prevention of wear#
Heighen bluntly denied that Japan was the faithful 
ally m  was m  often alleged.* Although -she had fulfilled heir 
wartime obligations* she had not insured the "independence and 
integrity of China* in fact# Japan had actually expanded 
her impire at the expense of Manchuria# Shantung, Norway for*- 
mosa, and the Pescadores* ' Renewal of the jytlianee* warned 
tielgban* would mafce the British Aspire an accomplice 'to such 
aggressive acta#.'-' furthermore§■ since -thins rightfully des­
pised the Alliance* renewal would ultimately lead, to the
dangerous situation of a Sine-American combination opposing
40the .tagie- Japanese pact*, with. Canada caught .in he tween*
-Of course* the principal reason, for- Canada*s opposition, 
to the Alliance was her desire for Angio^iUtierican harmony* 
Meighen reasserted his demand that Canada should have a 
special voice in ..Imperial policy affecting relations with the 
United States and* therefore* a decisive voice in the future 
of the Alliance* Me 'emphasised that Canada*a security would 
» .  a t  1,  « .  e v e n t  o f  a
3% h e  globe (ferentoj, June 30*. 1921* p»..l*
^graham* tfsdeheru II* 90*.
^%b|d»* p* 91* Meighen claimed., that Canada was. 
forced Wv33Tw' the Alliance from a double standpoint— -close 
proximity' to the United states and a "halfway house"' between 
Crest Britain and Japan* fly* Montreal Star* June IS* 1921,
.p* - I*
Canada might even refuse to adhere to the treaty, thus 
threatening: disruption of the 'gmpire# In reply to GUjrason's 
suggestion <0r a iMifitcl Alliance* Meighen observed that 
regardless. of - the specific terms * its mere existence would
antagonise the United States and encourage Japanese aggres- _
is.sioo*w  Good Anglo-American relations* he reminded the
conference* was the "touchstone of British policy and the
44hope of the world*1*
the Canadies* Premier then pointed out that the principle
task faeihf the conference was to maintain the old friendship
45of Japan without Impairing good relations with other nations# 
this could hast he achieved by a conference on Pacific affairs 
among 'the United States* China, Japan* and the British Smpire* 
Mb early as February, Helghen recalled* he had suggested the 
possibility of such a conference $&■ the British Government# 
Although the suggestion had been turned down* be. again urged 
that such overtures' .begin at once* before the Alliance ex-
A(Z
pired* Meighen was confident that the United States would 
agree to such a proposal and cited^the Senate* s unanimous 
passage of the Borah resolution* which authorised -the Presi­
dent to call, a coiTerence on the reduction of naval armaments
42
"■ ^Weaie* €hsfflalcle» p# MS *
^Graham* Meiehen* IE* 01#
^4Srebner* rtAng lo-dapanese,* p# S3*
^fhe ,^ohe tferoiiiol* June BO# Ifll* p* 1#
^Brebner* f,Angla-Japanese *r1 p# S3$ Graham* Meichen*
IE* 02*
61
in the Pacific, as an example of America’s willingness to
Af
negotiate with Great Britain and Japan* ■' - Furthermore,; toe 
reeeat confidential dispatch from Attoassader testified
that Secretary of State Hashes would he interested to a con­
ference on Far Eastern questions# Renewal of the Alliance*
ashowever* would close toe. doot on such negotiations *
^Mediately f o 1 lowing Meigher* * a presen tation * toe 
Australian Prime Minister took, toe floor and hurst out in 
opposition to termination of toe Alliance, at times indulging 
in violent language and misinterpretation of Meighen1 s argu-
y?g
meats* 'lie angrily ridiculed fteighen as toe Voice of 
America** rather than toe voife of his own country* Australiah
also desired American friendship, hut complete repudiation
£
of an old and trusted ally would only earn toe contempt of
toe Borah Resolution was tacked onto a Maval Sill to
toe following amendment t
”fhe President is authorised and requested to Invite 
toe Governments of Great Britain and Gap an to send repre­
sentatives to a conference which shall he charged, with 
toe duty of promptly entering into an understanding or 
.agreement by Which toe naval building program of each of 
•said -Governments* to wit, toe United States, Great 
Britain* and Japan* shall he substantially reduced 
during toe m m M ' five years, to such,, m  extent and such 
terms'as may be agreed upon, which understanding or 
agreement is to be reported ’ to toe- respective Govern-* 
meats for approval*”
&»-&** Congressional Record.* €fto Congress* M  Session* lit I, 
ixF f afl I * ■
4%rahami Meitoen* fl, ti-tl#
49tbi4.. p. 93.
6a
so
the United itahes* t o f i  all, Hughes fawned renewal of a 
modified Alliance, acceptable to the United States* for the 
same compelling reason Canada favored termina tion-~securi ty* 
Australia would also vote against renewal * he declared*
.si%  * * provided that America fives us assurance of safety*" 
.Since the United. States could not he depended upon in this 
regard* there was no other worthy substitute for1 the treaty 
with Japan* ihe 'British Empire needed m reliable friend in 
the Pacific and* therefore, the Alliance had to he renewed at 
once*
the other premiers generally agreed with Hughes *
position* Stouts also favored a modified Alliance which would
safeguard Anglo-American relations* He warned that the Empire
must move closer to the United States in the future to- meet
«2
the Japanese threat to peace in the Pacific* naturally* 
Massey agreed wholeheartedly with Hughes and supported renewal* 
It was apparent that the whole conference was in opposition 
to Melghen’s demands# hut the Canadian Premier remained per­
sistent * fhe majority demanded renewal of the Alliance in a 
modified form before attempting any further negotiations * but 
Meighen stubbornly insisted on complete abrogation* "Around 
and around this point the Conference turned **■* Hughes later
t*£\
Hughesy Adventore* pp* 124~12$*
^Hughes tapers, Galbraith# "Imperial Conference*"
p *  1 4 ? #
52Ibid.
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recalled,, nat times bussing like an angary beetle impaled 
S3npon a pin* " the inference was deadlocked*
Into this situation bloyd George merged with the
rather startling aimoancemerit that he did not believe the
Milanese would expire on July 13 after- all,, and that he had
asked the l*aw Officers of the Crown to .report on the matter*
thereupon lord Chancellor Birkenhead, %  * * in a dascling
feat of legal legetoemain," convinced the conference that
the ifW  note -to the be&gua of nations had not constituted: a
formal notice of termination ? therefore, the Alliance would
S4remain in effect one year after such notice was given# 
bloyd George engineered this "about-face" in lord Birkenhead *s 
pronouncement in order to remove the necessity of .an immediate 
decision, thereby providing time in which to arrive mb some 
compromise between the stubborn stands taken by Meighen and. 
Hughes#SS
Meighen immediately took advantage of the situation 
and stiffened in his-determination for a Pacific conference*
On duly 1, he launched another- attack on the Alliance# After 
briefly recapitulating his case against renewal point fey
^Hughes, Adventure# p* 124* Hughes also- recalled that 
"the debate had generaSeT*rRUch bad feeling and all efforts to 
bridge the gulf had"failed*” Ibid*, p* 126*
S4Brefener# «Anglo-Japanese," p* S4$ Graham, Heighen*
II, 14* Even before this pronouncement, however, Britain and. 
lapan had negotiated a three-month extension of the Alliance 
until October 13, lltl* Hughes, Adventure* p* 123*
55Sraham. Meighen, II, 94*
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by point# tie ce~emphaslmed the importance of Anglo-American
.friendship* finally* he urged the conference to pursue his
proposal for a conference on Pacific affairs and alleged
there was nothing to lose# In fact* the Alliance could even
66continue in force during such negotiations# One by one the 
others began to fall under Meighen* s persuasion until -only 
Hughes remained obdurate* Suddenly it was evident that 
Meighen had won his first victory in Imperial diplomacy*
At last the conference instructed lord Cur son to as­
certain whether the governments of Japan* the United States* 
and China* respectively*, would be filling to participate In a 
a  conference on Pacific affairs* Including the naval .armaments 
question* If the replies were favorable* such a meeting was 
to be summoned# Begarding the Alliance* it was agreed* over 
Kelghen’e objection* that the notice of termination should 
not be given, until after the proposed conference# If no 
agreement was reached it would merely be modified according 
to the league Covenant and continue in force* ' Consequently * 
Britain and Japan proceeded to inform the league Secretariat
that as long as the Alliance remained in effect# it would be
SBsubordinate to the Covenant*
As the conference suggested* Curson began his inquiries 
on the Pacific gathering with the Japanese Ambassador in
56Ibld.. p, 95.
^7Ibld.: Hughes, Adventure, p. 123.
C O
^ ineaoue Summary» IPtl* pp# 64«*iS*
65
tendon,? IMt- the ■ meetteg was- not. very encouraging*,, tee n m t  
day,* <$&)iy St* tie contacted■' Ceerge- Harvey* -tee American Am­
bassador,’ and’ suggested- teat- the United states **♦, * *., invite, 
powers directly concerned to- talce fart te. conference, to. be. 
held' to- consider all essential matters, bearing; upon Far- last 
and Pacific' Ocean- with, a- vist* to. arriving,, at a. common under- 
standing designed, to assure- settlement, by peaceful means*, the 
elimination- of naval warfare* consequent elimination of arms, 
ete**f^  It was important- teat tee-United States appear to 
take the initiative te any such gathering since the American
anti-British faction would oppose the voice of tendon*^0
/
Although Harvey afteesl to inform Washington;of the
proposal.* he delated the cable until he was finally prodded
into .action by Curcen on Friday* duly 8* ■ Cur son urged 
Harvey to get tee American reply before tee morning of Monday, 
duly ll*®2 tee preceding evening, due to anxious" .questions 
in the House of Commons on tee future of the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance, %loyd Ceorge Intimate 'teat, he ‘was expecting replies 
to a British proposal from tee United States* dapaa, and
^Hanrey to Hughes* dtoly 8*'1921 C8 p#m*>, 1* 5* A.*, 
Foreign Halations* 1921* I* If*
80.Hughes,’ Adventure * p* 126#
81*Merlo J* Bussey* paries Byana Ihighes it void*; Hew 
fork s Macmillan, If ill, 'J^1 4S6# Her eat teiT'ci ted as fussey* 
Hushes.
^Harvey to Hughes * duly 8, 1921 (S p*m.), U* S* A*, 
Foreign delations,#. If21* I, 'If*
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China and, wewM make a definite statement on
4«jy ll.63
Hesnwhiie, the United States Government itself was 
sending informal inquiries to the governments of Great Britain# 
Japan# France# art Italy# suggesting the possibility of a 
conference on the limitation of armaments to be held 1b  Hash**
J* A
Ixigton later in the year# Originally it was planned not 
to Issue an official statement until after the executive 
signing of the Borah resolution * but rumors of the lorton 
■prooeedinfs spurred Secretary Hughes into action*^ lie in*- 
formed the President that the United states had to claim the 
Initiative and. Harding agreed* On duly 8, Hughes cabled 
Harvey to %  * .* ascertain informally whether it would be 
agreeable to the British government to be invited by this 
government to participate in a conference on limitation
armament* * .*■ *
As this cable to Harvey passed * in transit# the one 
from Harvey to Hughes# American and British plans for a
■ great Britain# .Hansard Vs Parliamentary Debates * Sth 
Series# foi* m m m
great Britain# Hansard* ■ the foreign dffi.ce contradicted the 
Prime Minister m 3  claimed there was nothing to reply to* 
Harvey to Hughes# July t# Itll# tf* ft* A*t foreign Relations* 
■11E^ *s»l- # 1 .# ^ *
^Canada# Sessional Papers* X9tt§ 'Ho* 47* ^Washington 
Conference- on the"^mmitatibnArmaments# Report of Sir 
Robert-Horten# the Canadian Delegate#” p* V* Hereafter cited 
as Canada# Sessional. Papers*.
^%insoii# Peace* p* lot*
^Hughes to Harvey# July 
Relations* IfHI# 1#. IS#
^Hugh 8# iftfti <4- p*m*Jt u* s« A*,
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conference almost seemed to coincide* At first* however* 
the American suggestion referred only to a meeting on "arma­
ments* .hut on receipt of Harvey * s cable carrying €urson's in­
quiry* the' proposed conference was broadened to include 
Pacific and far Eastern affairs as well# In his statement 
on June 10* Harding noted that the limitation of armaments 
was closely related to the far Has tern situation and* there­
fore* the powers interested- in these problems should reach 
a %  * ♦ common understanding with respect to principles
£7
and policies in the .Far fast#"
Although enthusiastically received in the British Em­
pire* Harding*a proposal did not satisfy the prime ministersf 
demand for a small Pacific conference which could find some 
substitute for the Anglo-dap&nese Alliance* Instead* the 
Hashing ton .meeting would be a large conference in which Far 
Eastern affairs might be subordinated by the question of arma­
ments# • 'Consequently* the Imperial Conference proposed to the 
united States government that there should be a preliminary
£7
• Canadian Annual, iayiew* Iftl* pp* lOS-IBf* In re­
gard to tHIewamHouncement7,wSS^heii issued the following state- 
ment s "ft was with the greatest satisfaction that 1 learned 
of President Harding * s notable announcement* to a distracted 
world, it offers a new hope* a promise of relief from the 
uncertainties and apprehensions that have clouded the future* 
Mowhere will it be welcomed more eagerly than in Canada; for 
it has been the unwavering belief of Canadians that the issues 
involved in the question of armaments* as well as the closely 
connected problems of the Pacific and'the Far Bast* can be 
best settled by full and frank consultation among the nations 
chiefly interested— that is* by the method of free confer- 
ence*tt' Ibid* # p* ibf*
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conference of only the four main Pacific powers in order to
settle the outstanding problems among them before the second
conference on armaments In Washington* 'They suggested this
preliminary gathering should take place in london in order
that ttoyd Oeorge and Stinson could attend and before August 15#
when the bominion premiers: would return to their domestic
68problems at home* this proposal f strongly supported by the 
premiers * was rejected by the tel ted ftabes on the grounds 
that it would detract attention from the armament question* 
"Although it is desired to promote convenience so far. as 
practicable,n stated Secretary hughes, "it is considered im- 
possible to have the conference as early as August 16*TS
the nert 'proposal was for a plan of "quiet consults** 
tionM between the four powers in london on specific questions* 
such as the open door# territorial integrity of ■ihina, Shan­
tung, and leased territory around the Pacific* durson empha** 
sised that a preliminary understanding on Pacific matters 
would assure the success of the Washington, conference*
Again -Secretary .Hughes rejected the proposal* "Opinion in the 
'United ftates," he declared, "is decisive ■against a- preliminary 
conference at londen* ” furthermore# he warned Croat Britain 
and Japan not to 41 * * « make an agreement in advance of the
68Harvey to Hugh as, July 11, 1921# f* S* A.f foreign 
Relations* 1821, S# 26*
^%ughes to Harvey, July IS# 1921# .lMd#» pp* .28**29*
^Harvey to Hughes, July it# 192.1# ibid.** pp* 36-37*
mConference**^ nevertheless* the premiers devised a new 
plan fair a tripartita consideration * somewhere on the Horth 
American Continent* of the agenda for the Washington meeting#
On July 2ft Harvey informed Hughes that the prime ministers 
were- ready to sail for Bar Harbor* Halne* and would arrive
rj ^
August 10* lecretary Hughes* howevert flatly rejected the 
plan and brought an end to the movement for any preliminary 
meeting on the grounds that it would, be 'discourteous to other
JA
countries*
the opposition of the United States Government to all 
attempts for a preliminary conference was viewed with’the 
utmost regret by the prime ministers*^ not only because they 
would not be able to attend the later conference* but also 
because the Angle-Jspanese Alliance was left in an unsettled 
position* Respite this disappointment * however*. the Imperial
'Hughes to Harvey* July to* 1921* pp* 37-38#
'British foreign. Office to British Ambassador in 
Washington* handed to Secretary of State Hughes* July 27*
1921* Ibid*# pp* 4S-4S* .for a few days British, lolumbla was 
under the impression that yaneouver would host a preliminary 
meeting* the mayor even issued formal invitations*
" Lt July 27-29* 1921*
Harvey to Hughes* July 27* 1921* B* S# &«f foreign 
1^* 1921 * 1* 48*
^Hughes. to- Harvey* July 28* 1921* Ibid.# * pp# 47-S0*
^%reat Britain* £&&• 1474* p* 7*
78■""Carter* .Security# p* 47# ffhe flmes* on July 21* 
1921 * p# II * insisted It Would be- na$urafro' have a prelimin­
ary conference as preparation for the conference in Washing­
ton#
?0
statesmen* especially totfhen* were generally .satisfied with 
the. outcome- of their London meetings ' fee Empire emerged from 
the squabbling sessions with- one* united foreign policy and
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an endorsement of similar conferences in the fnttire4 " the 
togi©«^apunese Alliance, the biggest stuitollng-Mock# was 
neither renewed nor abrogated» hut merely engulfed in Meighen*s 
proposal for a special Pacific conference* Furthermore# the 
Empire1 s demand for' a. meeting on Far Eastern questions was 
later incorporated into toe Washington Conference* tene* 
toe united States appeared to take the initiative in calling 
toe international meeting# hut the British Empire had- care-- * 
fully set toe stage# As the■1921 Imperial Conference adjourned 
and toe hopes for a preliminary parley faded# toe premiers 
returned to their own Sominions and began to 'prepare for toe 
.forthcoming Washington Conference at which, toe future'. of the 
Anglo^lapanese Alliance tould definitely to decided*
Creat Britain# Cmd* 14*74» p# 3* On August 6# 1921# 
the Vancouver Sun headlines read? MUMItoD EMPIHB MADE stJEB.«
m m w m  tf
m m m m m  m  tut m m m m
Following the unsuccessful attempt for a preliminary 
conference, a new problem arose when the dominion govern­
ments failed to receive separate invitations to the Washing­
ton Conference of if 21* On August 11# President Harding 
issued formal invitations to Oreat Britain, France, Italy, 
and Japan to attend na Conference on the subject of limita­
tion of Armament” and to these powers plus China, Belgium, 
Holland, and Portugal to discuss problems affecting the 
Pacific and Far East** the dominions resented this procedure
since they were recognised as separate political entitles as
2members of the beagne of nations* moreover, Canada, Australia, 
and Hew Zealand were all directly involved in Pacific affairs 
and, therefore, believed they deserved special representation*
the United ,States government, however, was not' entirely 
to blame since, it could not have been expected to change 
traditional diplomatic policy without first receiving specific 
notification, from 0reat Britain#^ In fact, the United States
1■*€anada, Sessional Papers* If22, Ho* 47, p* 7*
2^Borden, Canada* p« 113*
%^Carter, ieeuritv* p# 48*
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actually exacted that dominion .representatives would be 
named to the British delegation hut discovered that the 
British government opposed such arrangements* After Britain 
officially accepted Harding1 a , invitation * Secretary of State 
Hughes suggested that Britain should have side representatives 
in their delegation in order to adequately provide for the 
iominlons*^ Ambassador Harvey replied that Quezon favored 
only two or three repa^sentstiveii since great Britain was. 
authorised to speak for the whole Empire* "Confidentially f u 
added Harvey* "1 feel 'that Curson and bloyd eeorge do not 
care to have the iominiens directly represented by their own
m
delegates upon the same plane of authority as themselves*”
In reply to this message, Hughes admitted be also favored 
small delegations but warned Harvey that, the "idea should not 
get abroad that we have limited, sfge of delegation and thus 
made impracticable- ©omioien representation*"'-
Although this problem was not discussed at the Imperial
Conference, Heighen naturally assumed that Canada would h e
.represented on the British Empire delegation and, therefore,
• iwas not disturbed with the lack of direct invitations* As
%ughes to Harvey* August 24* If21* B* S* A** Forelcsn 
Halations * If.21* 1* €§-€1*
^BarVey to Hughes* August 28# If21* Ibid** pp.* 83-84*.
%ugbes'te Harvey* August 2f* IfII* Ibid** p* fS*
-:lhe Montreal Star stated that Canada could not expect 
a separa$ei3w$l^IBi'; because the British Empire was a unit 
in its .foreign policy* August 11* if21.* p* 10*
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usual t fa® was interested in ■ fanadian par tie! pation rather 
hban tier status* Since- he had nob received official word on 
the forthcoming conference, however, Meighen cabled Lloyd 
George on August 22:
Would he glad to receive information by cable 
concerning Washington Conference indicating position 
with regard to Agenda scheme of representation, pm** 
posed and. other aspects of arrangements particularly 
with regard to procedure contemplated for handling 
far .Eastern and Pacific questions* Shall be-: glad if 
yon will arrange to furnish ms by mall with copies 
of relevant co.rrespondenee, memoranda* and papers 
prepared by' experts for ms® at Conference* f hope 
also you will arrange to telegragh us from time to 
time any important developBsents*
When he failed to receive a reply .after several days, Meighen 
sent another cable to London, this time marked "Private and 
Personal *" emphasising that he was 11 * # # most anxious to 
know method by which it is proposed to provide for represent
gtation of Canada on. British Empire delegation*** .finally on
October 3, Lloyd George cabled Meighen that he was 11 * * *
most anxious for standpoint of Canada to be well represented
on British .Empire delegation, at approaching Conference in
Washington*’1 Me then addeds "Please inform, me by telegraph
inwhom you wish appointed*" '
Meighea promptly nominated Sir Robert lord® as the 
Canadian delegate, with boring Christie to serve on the
Meighen to bloyd George, August 22, 1921, copy. Public 
Archives of Canada,'lord® Papers, post^lfll series, fol* 253* 
Hereafter cited as Borden Papers*
%eigh.sn to Lloyd George, August 27, 1921, I M d *
^%loyd George to Meighen, October 3, 1921, ibid.*
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11Secretariat* When Borden’s appointment was announced in
the press* however, Premier Smuts cabled Heighen urging him
to press for an invitation directly from Washington before
sending a delegate# He also pointed out -that the
United States did not ratify Peace treaty to which we 
are signatories m  component independent States of 
British Empire* On the contrary agitation in Con­
gress against our independent 'voting power in baagus 
nations 'was direct challenge to new 'dominion status* 
this is first great international Conference after 
Paris and if Bomlnions concerned are not invited 'and 
yet attend#- bad precedent will be set. and dominion
status will suffer# If a stand is made now and
America acquiesces* battle for international recog­
nition our equal statue is finally won*
Smuts also sent a copy of this telegram to M e y d  George- for 
his consideration* On 'October 11# the British Premier noti­
fied fseigben that to raise the question, of representation 
fl*. * * would give America the impression we were making 
factious differences at the eleventh hour*" .and added that it 
would' only ”♦ * # produce an undesirable atmosphere on the
very eve of -the #»nference*tf On the other hand* he was in
accord with $mits* view "* * » that dominion representatives 
should hold same status as afev.Paris* .and* therefore* proposed 
that each dominion representative should be given full power 
to 'sign %  * * on behalf of his respective dominion In ac­
cordance with precedent established at Paris*-’ "Under this 
procedure*1’ he continued* "signature of each Uominion dele­
gate will be necessary in addition ■ to signature of British
^Sfeighext to bloyd George* October 3* 1901* Ibid* 
^imois to Meighen * October 19* 1921* Ibid*
delegates to commit British Bmpire delegation .'as a whole to 
any agreement made at the Conference# and any Bominion dele- 
gate can* if he wishes.* reserve assent on behalf of his 
eovemmsent# * * *
With this assurance* Helgher* agreed to the representa­
tion of Canada hut emphasised that, it was essential, 'to' retain
11
the same status as at taris*- .He replied to Smuts that there
was not enough, time to review the subject "* * * to attain end.
you desire* Heighen. was strongly supported in his decision
by Borden* the proposed Canadian delegate* fie emphasised the
extreme importance of the conference and warned that it would ‘
IBhe unwise for any dominion to- withhold its co-operation#* 
toother faster in ffeighen’s decision was the fear that Canada, 
might lose her representation entirely in the vain pursuit of 
status# fbers were too many, important gneshioas at .stake .in 
the upcoming conference* including that tegatoo--bhe toglo- 
■dapanese Alliance*
Contrary to meighen* Smuts was deeply concerned with 
the formalities of status and declared that South Africa would 
12
Colonial Secretary to Governor-General * -October 21, 
itai, iMa»
^Meigtien to lloyd George* October 27* 1921* Ibid#
^%§eigben to Smuts* October 23* 1911* jt&UjU 
16■ ■ Borden* Canada, p* 113# the -Hontreal Star claimed, 
it was ^absolutely necessary to have anniniofmed tod authori­
tative Canadian public man at the elbow of the British 
delegates* * * ♦ " October 4* 1921* p* 10*
n o t attend1 the conference without her own In v i t a t io n *  ' Mew 
Bealahd actively supported membership within the British 
delegation without dietinetiire representation an#' Australia 
f i n a l l y  swat.lowed her pride end appointed a delegate*^
When the Washington Conference finally convened in 
November, the British Impire delegation consisted of seven 
me$dNurs# three o f , which represented: #reai Britain t Arthur 
■*f* Balfour# lord President of the Council i lord lee. of Fare** 
ham# First lord of the Admiralty; and Bir Auckland Ceddes# 
A m bassador'to  the U n ite d  ftates* .Since neither lleyd Seorga 
nor Curson could attend# Balfour -served as head- of the dele** 
gabion* the o th e r  delegates were Sir Seberb Borden of Canada | 
Senator Oeerge .foster- Pearce# Australian Minister of Befense; 
Sir dohn Saimond # Justice of the Supreme Court of Hew Sealand ; 
and Srinivasa sastri# member of the .Indian Council of state* 
Although Smuts refused t# attend# the interests of South
mg
Africa were represented by Balfour*
Following the conference# Borden .reported that the 
prevailing atmosphere at Washington was one of Imperial unity* 
la the private meetings of the impire delegation# the dele-* 
gates exchanged views ■ and reached *** * * in advance
^fte limes > October £4# Iffl# p* 11*
^%ewey# dominions* it# 85; Oalbraith# "Imperial 
Conference#** p* SsS*1 lr';:':''
^Canada # Bossi om i . itatf, wo* 4i# pp* i^£*
edueiuaieos th a t cou ld  be p u t forw ard  on b e h a lf o f th e  whole
throughout the Conference each delegate was In touch 
with ftift own government by #00110 of' the telegraphs or 
the pests*. thus no dominion could he committed without 
its: consent* and each woe enabled to state: its view 
and exert its influence, in advance of the formulation 
of agreement with other Powers* ft should he added 
that in many instances the Influence of' the OoraAnlons 
centributfd very materially to Mie'conolusions finally 
reaolied.#^ :- ‘
W m  Mew Zealand delegate* fir sldhn i&lmond* also testified'
to the united policy adopted ■ by ■ the. topira*^
Contrary' to-- Jordan's assertion that there ■was no '
difference between--the iominions1 status at the taris Peace
an#-:that ai. Washington* however* the lorn Ah ions
were not represented in quite the same way# $m A0A9fhey
received dual representationf both as members of the :':Sritish
impire OeAegatidh and as separate members An their own right*
while in 1921 they were only component parts of one* united
ampire*iespite this united policy* the several 'dominions
did worts for their own aims* Australis and 'Mew lealhnd were
determined te Safeguard their position An W m  faMfie* while'
Imitation' of Armaments * Eeport of M r  dOhn Salmon#* 
Mew teelend lale§ate*M
20im pire-§.w Me continued 1
ivew Zeal and *
■ * A#22.:t. Append
; Crafts# * Melohen* II* 106$ Arnold <i* . feyttbee* jte 
.Conduct of sritisn SSilre forelon.. .telstions since .the IFeSCond i sff^^ ^^I
r f h id * * i r d. 0 e tb lt*S|
daaada. m m  dedicated to the principle' of' Anglo-American hai>* 
stony* M l  three sought a new arrangameiit to replace the 
Jiagio^dapafiese Mlianoa*
tee Mli&n&e was* fa fact, the Jcey to ttie"wbc©©© of 
the Washington Coafereace* lJo a§reemeate eouM he reached 
regarding the two principle topics, lIMtaiieft of armaments 
and consideration of Pacific and far eastern questions, with­
out first finding some suitable substitute for tee'Anglo^ 
Japanese part* he the delegates fathered 1n November, the 
tfaited states (government shill favored complete termination, 
while the Japanese appeared to he ready to consider tripartite
pA
aarrangamenta ,■■•■' Sod the British Empire deaired immediate nego- 
tiatfona# Since the: M l  lance m m  net directly included, in 
the mmtimmm®-- agenda, all such negotiations were secretly 
conducted outaide the conference between Secretary of State 
Hughes, Half our* and the heads of the Japanese delegation* 
tee nature of these conversations was. largely unknown' to the
2*7
other delegates,
Borden, who arrive in nashiHf%on before .Balfour, 
Pearce, and salmond, immediately began preparatory moves to
^4Ichihashi, Mashlnofeon and M t e r * p* ISO*
#k%' •
Blanch© S* €* fugdale, Arthur dames. Balfour it vole*;
Haw tetet #*, f, Putnam*s'Sons,. ISfff , 1I;,
-Buell , Washteetoa inference* p* If4,
replace toe Alliance with -a new arrangement* in tovember 7
he conferred with toe other members of toe British delegation*
Ambassador <£#ddes and lord S*ee* and learnedI that they generally
agreed with M e  views on the Alliance* when lord 1*## pen**
Cloned to# imperial. 'Conference# Borden emphasised to# fact
toaC Canadian, poblie opinion l#* * * supported the stand taken
211by Mr* Meigh#n*r5 A couple days later Borden had private
conversations with too important member a of the American
delegation* Senator lodge .and Hitni Hoots# they bo to. agreed.
.with him *#* * ♦ that to#' greatest suoaese obtainable ■ at this
Conference would be m  nndersftodinf i m  alliance being ho to
impossible and nndesirahle): between toe British Commonwealth
■ so
and to# American Bepobiie*;i Boot %  *, * spoke very strongly 
■of toe disastrous effect opoa American. pObiie opinion of a 
renewal of the alliance*^’and empbsMsed it was regarded as a 
threat to toe IfnlCM States*,f ^  to regard to toe" M l f  lenities 
faced by Australia and M m  toaland* Boot assured 'Borden that 
a new arrangement in to# pacific, weotd provide much more 
security .for those dominions than toe Aiiiance*^^ fhroagh 
these conversations # Borden cleared toe way for Immediate
US ■
v Jfovember ?* 1S21* nM&ry of Sir Hebert Borden# Wash­
ington tisarmament Conference # l%21~W22.fn from mpufelisbed 
Borden Papers# p# 4* (Microfilm copy)* ''Hereafter cited- as 
^Borden*# Biaryftf Borden. Papers*
^Bovemher -9# 1921# IbM* * p* -§*
mn e g o tia tio n s  on th e  A llia n c e  w hich a c tu a lly  opened th e  fo l** - 
lowing day hotween Secretary Hughe* and ialfour#
#n hovemher li* opening day of the conferences Balfour 
conferred privately with the American Secretary -of' .ftate* He 
reported that -the Japanese delegation had been losing for 
him all day* ftot^lr ahout the future of the Alliance* it 
was necessary* he urged* that some new policy to replace the 
© M  treaty must ha reached as soon as possible* Per this 
purpose Salfoiir .suggested a tripartite agreement between the 
United states.* Japan* and the 'British Umpire for %  * * the 
preservation of' peace and the maintenance of the territorial 
states ® u o * n * fhi# afrecent would also include a mutual ' 
pledge to respect each ether* a rights and to cense it "with one 
another in order to demise the host means of protecting these- 
rights# If threatened by some .aggressive power or powers* any 
two of the contracting parties could enter into a purely de­
fensive military arrangement as lo n g  as they informed: the other 
contracting party# this type of agreement* claimed haifoor* 
-would .maintain the ^general peace** and protectj the assisting 
.rights, of the three powers *** * * In the Islands -of the Pacific 
Ocean and the territories bordering thereon*M Hughes re- 
guested time to study this proposal and immediately suggested 
that words such as 11 treaty** and ^alliance** Should he. ..replaced
3^Hemorandum by Balfour handed to Hughes* hovemher II* 
» a i f U* f* A.#.* foreign delations  ^iiaa* IS* 2r>*
mby the less definite term "arrangement*n Popular opinion 
would not allow. the United States to enter into, an telli m m m n 
and tea Senate might not approve a "treaty,"' but: there
%A
■probably would not be many objections to an "arrangement.*** 
Hughes also suggested that this n m  "'arrangement"' ■ should be 
modeled after the Booi-fakahlra agreement and tensteg-lshil 
notes viilch'iwere merely statements of principles and'policies* 
What Hughes desired was an arrangement which would express 
JWteriea’s desire for friendship with Japan and, at the same 
time* her opposition to Japan’s aggression to &sto«3^
4 number of such private and toformai discussions fol­
lowed to'which, Hughes. continued to question Balfour * s tri­
partite propoealu He pointed out that It indirectly allowed 
for the preservation, of an alliance between dreai Britain and 
japan without tee consent of the United States; therefore^- it 
would be unacceptable to the iuseriean people* nevertheless*: 
Hughes agreed: with, the general principles to Balfour’s 
suggestion and eventually incorporated them tote the' final 
agreement*.
Heanwhlle., Hughes turned M l  consideration to another 
proposal drafted by Chandler P* Anderson* legal advisor to
^memorandum of Hughes V conversation with. Balfour, 
tievembet 11* 1921* ibid** pp. i-2.
lstbto*
3%eparimeat of State, iecimal files, 500* a 4A/M0*
4s cited to'John Chalmers Vinson, "the drafting of the four 
Power treaty#*1 Journal, of Modem- HI story (march, 1953>, p*
43* Hereafter !IleFas*vias.on,: " W u r r w e r  treaty**1'
the United States delegation*. Anderson* s draft eltaioated 
all reference to force and "* * * provided, for conferences 
when the genera! peace was in jeopardy# called upon each 
power to respect tee territorial possessions of tee- other 
signatory powers# and provided teat none of the signatories 
would enter into a separate arrangement wite any other power 
or powers*" Hughes rejected this treaty draft because it 
did not cancel tee Anglo-Japanese- Alliance * and from teen on 
he conducted these deliberations without tee aid of his 
delegation*
Xn a private interview with Hughes on November 23*
Borden proposed teat tee new arrangement should prevent tee • ^
outbreak of hostilities# "tee various nations," declared
Borden* "would M u d  themselves not to commence hostll&ies
until, after Investigation of their differences by a permanent
International tribunal #** fte believed this procedure %  * *
would not bind the teited States or any other' nation to- any
definite action in tee final result*" In response* Hughes
assured Borden teat he also hoped such an arrangement could
36be accomplished*
the next draft was presented to Hughes on November 26, 
by tee Japanese Ambassador# Hi jure Shidehara* It was similar
'^Anderson Papers, iiary* tel* V, B m  4'f, IMd* * p* 44*
3%ovemter 23, If21, "Borden*s .Mary#** Borden Papers* 
On November IB, 1921, tea Montreal Btar reported teat Borden 
occupied a prominent' positlSrWwatelng ton and, therefore, 
Canadian views would have a "heavy influence** on British 
policy* p« 1*
in form bo Balfour's version in that it was tripartite in
scope and protected territorial rights* hat it also reeog-
BWnlsed Japan * s conquests to- Asia:* -Again Hughes rejected the 
proposal because it failed to terminate the Mgle-Japanese
Alliance#1
finally* after numerous discussions* Hughes introduced 
his own draft for a four-power arrangement between the United 
States* the British Impice, Japan* and France# the inclusion 
of France was intended to appease that country and to off-set 
any possible Anglo-Japanese re-alignment # this ■ agreement 
applied only to the ,r* * * insular possessions and insular 
dominions in the region' of the Pacific ocean*n if threatened 
by another power* the contracting parties would ”* * * com­
municate with one another fully and frankly” * and a 'joint 
conference would handle all disputes between., the signatory 
powers if not settled by diplomacy* Hughes* draft was ac­
cepted by the four powers concerned and on December 10 it was 
publicly introduced as the Four-Power treaty* the moat essen­
tial provision of the treaty was Article :tU which provided 
for the automatic abrogation of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance
41once ratification had occurred*
g#
' barter* Jeonyitv* p* SB*
4%epartment of State* Oecimal files» S0O* A 4A/1S0#
As cited• la Vinson* nPour fewer treaty**1 p* 44*
4iFour-Power treaty* II* $U. A** Foreign Halations» 1922, 
1* li-SB* the tesct of the Four-Power H w ^ f T  "
i*
wfhe High Contracting Parties agree as between them­
selves to respect their rights in relation to their
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On December 8 Barren sent a latter to ttelghen marked 
“Most In which he disclosed this movement to supers
seda the alliance* rtIt is proposed #" he wrote# "In aooordanee 
with the arrangements made- between the ©ominioas -and Croat 
Britain before we came to Washington that so far as the 
British Empire -is concerned the agreement should he signed %
insular possessions and- insolar dominions in the region 
Of the- Pacific Ocean#
If there should develop between any of the ' high 
Contracting Parties a controversy arising out of any 
Pacific question and Involving their said rights which 
is not satisfactorily settled by diplomacy and Is 
likely to affect the'harmonious accord now happily 
subsisting between them, they shall Invite the other 
High Contracting Parties to a joint conference to 
which the whole subject will be referred for consid­
eration and adjustment#
It* * .
If the said rights are threatened by the aggros** 
sive. action of any. other Power# the High' Contracting 
Parties shall communicate with one another fully and 
frankly in order to arrive at an understanding as to 
the most efficient measures to be taken# jointly or 
separately # to meet the exigencies of the' particular 
situation,
-fhis- "treaty shall -remain in -force for ten years 
from the time it shall take effect# and after the 
expiration of said period It shall' continue to be In 
force subject to the right of any of the High Con­
tracting parties, to terminate it. upon twelve months * 
notice*
XV*
fhis treaty shall be ratified as soon as pos­
sible In accordance with the constitutional methods 
of the High Contracting Parties and shall take 
effect on the deposit of ratifications# which shall 
take place .at Hashing ton# and thereupon the .agree­
ment between 0reat Britain and dapan t which was 
concluded at boodon on July 13, If11# shall 
terminate# the government of the United States 
will transmit to all the Signatory towers a cer­
tified Copy of the- orocbs-verbal of the deposit of 
ratlficatl-one**
I h M *
the- bomlnloa representatives on behalf of their own reaped-
42five dominionst as well as by the British- .representatives#" ■ 
$n requesting authority to sign the frosty on behalf of 
Canada, Borden pointed out to Meighen that- the treaty was 
* 0 entirely .In line with the- proposal and purposes aivo-.. 
dated by you at last summer's .conference#" '. .toeordihf to,., 
Bordenr* the-essential feature of the treaty-.was that - it ^ sub­
stituted'-"* * * the conference method for other-methods of
44solving .International disputes*"
■the new arrangement also won Instant approval t m m  the 
Canadian press* the Conservative- Montreal Itar hailed the 
treaty as the %  * * greatest peace plan In the history of the 
•world'and the liberal foronte Ciobe claimed it was a great 
historical- landmark* "the four-power treaty Is' m. triumph of 
common-sense-t" declared fhf. .Qlohe* "and .la specially a cause- 
for gratifications In the British fepire because of Its 
effects upon Anflo-Amerlcan relations.*"4^ in bondon .fh.e times 
summed up -British reaction when it labeled the 'treaty a
42^Borden to- ffeigben* -tecember ## 1821 * "Washington 
Conference dorrespondence,' 1811-1822#" from, unpublished 
Borden Papers <mcroflli«i copy!*
43ior<!en to Helghen* Bece^ber 10* it2i* ibid*
44ierden to itelghen# necember 2f* 1821# Ibid;
4 '^fhe Montreal Star* December 10* Ii21f p* 1*
4^the #Iobe Itoronto>, December It, 1821, p. 4*
"triumph of Peace" since it promised. n* * * to fulfill what 
has long been a dearest wish of all the peoples of this 
Empire*w4^
When the Pour-Pewer treaty was signed ©n Beeember 13*
Iffl# it became the first formal, ■achievement of the Washington 
Conference even though it was drafted outside the conference 
sessions* fbe most positive result, of course* was the 
abtegatioi*' of the Angl©-Japanese alliance* y&r Canada this 
marked the end of a long s truffle to harmonise Anglo-American 
relations, but to 'the other powers it was merely a preliminary 
step which paved the way to future- agreements at- the Washing­
ton Conference*
4^fhe times., O^emher 12* 1821* p* 11*
48^fbe other principle agreements were the five-power 
treaty concerning' the limitation of armaments* and.the Wine- 
Power treaty concerning the future of China* "Per a good 
account of ioMea#s influential role in the Washington 
Conference* see Carter* Security.* on* 5S-B4* and the tmoub-»
11shed Borden Papers* w ' ' “
An important* if somewhat obscure* development to 
Imperial policy-making was the emergence of a distinctly 
Canadian foreign policy In 1821* the demand for such an 
independent .role* while strongly supported by the liberal 
Party and steadily gaining momentum throughout Canada after 
the Paris Peace Conference of 1818* was not. supported by the 
Conservative Party* As a result of its- traditional position 
of loyalty to the Empire* the latter hesitated about making 
drastic demands on bondon to regard to foreign policy* When* 
however* Canadian security seemingly was threatened by the 
renewal of the Anglo-daganese Alliance to 1821 * the Conserva­
tive government modified, its position and supported, a more 
nationalistic role'in foreign affairs*
Canada -was to a peculiar situation, because of her dual 
position* She- was part of toe .British Empire and was. hound 
by its ties* yet* on toe ether hand* she -was a state on toe 
Worth American continent and was related by strong -social* 
political*.and economic ties to toe United states* her 
southern neighbor* If hostilities -ever broke out between dapan 
and the United States* Canada would have found herself in an 
untenable position if imperial commitments had forced her to 
aid dspan* In such a situation, the clashes of pro-American*
mpro^lritish arid anti-Japanese would have torn
-gaoatda apart*, therefore, since Canadian security was
dependent on continued feed relation# with the United .States * 
the Canadian Priiae Mnister, Arthur Ifeifheti, went to the IStl 
imperial Conference' determined to work towards prevention of 
the renewal of the Angie-Japanese alliance* A# a topical 
Canadian Conservative, he favored a single* united foreign 
policy for the imp ire, hut only if Canadian interests were 
properly1 protected* in other words* he placed national inter** 
eat# first and imperial loyalty second*
At the ,|*enden sessions Prime utoister Melghen*s demands 
that the Alliance he terminated met with stiff opposition from 
the other prime ministers present* especially that of William 
ifughas of Australia* however* the- Canadian Premier' was 
determined and persistent* 'time and time again, he stressed 
the importance, of Ahgio-Amerlcai* harmony, not only for Canada 
hut for the Empire as a whole* the mere fact, he argued, that 
the United States was suspicious of the Alliance was reason 
enough .for' Its termination* In addition,; and rather' startlingly, 
he demanded that, in all matters affecMng relations with the 
United States, Canada should have the decisive voice, including 
the gueshien of the moment , -the renewal of the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance* As he requested such an arrangement he warned the 
conference that if the Alliance was renewed lanada might not 
continue to support imperial policy* Helghen * s action, suc­
cessfully Mocked Immediate renewal of the Alliance with Japan
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when the Imperial statesmen unanimously agreed to his pro­
posal that a conference of Pacific powers be convened to 
review the situation and find a proper solution to the 
problem#
While Premier Meifhen was not solely responsible for 
the final abrogation of the ^nflo-Japanese Alliance, his 
persistent opposition to renewal payed the way for the Four- 
tower 'treaty of %$22* Although the United States earlier had 
secretly agreed to co-operate with Croat Britain and Japan in 
a tripartite solution, it is doubtful that this had changed 
British desires for renewal of the Alliance* in fact, the 
British Foreign Secretary, lord Curzon, had strongly urged 
that renewal, be effected before any possible new arrangement 
was considered.* It is altogether- probable that renewal under 
such conditions would hay# closed the door to.future Angie- 
American negotiations | thus., meighen, by blocking renewal, 
helped assure that the door remained- open for a final settle­
ment Chat-.was acceptable to Washington.*.
in retrospect it is clear that what meigbea advocated 
at. the Imperial Conference of 19tl was. a distinctly Canadian 
foreign policy based on the principle of co-operation with 
the United States* It must be developed, he warned, either 
as part #f a common .Imperial policy or, if necessary, by 
Canada, independently* Mei§hen#s steadfast determination to 
support national interests at the expense of imperial unity 
has often been overlooked due to the fact that the question
o# the moment was resolved hy an agreement which assured a*, 
.©infl^ i. united policy for the whole impire* Canada# however., 
never .retreated from. Me£ghenfa position* In the future she 
agreed to an imperial policy only as long as- it protected -end 
served her particniar national interest# Whenever ■Canadian 
interests and imperial policy were in future conflict# the 
precedent of 1011 served to posture Canadian .foreign policy 
on. lines independent ■ f m m  the rest of the British Jfinpiro* in­
fact# the Washington Con#erenee was the last time that, a 
united detsgation represented the British smpice at an import 
t m i  international conference*
the drift of Canada from support of a single Imperial 
foreign policy § to a policy baaed solidly on national inter­
ests# was clearly expressed in mid-summer# If El# when the
beyond the stage In national self-government when its .inter­
national cespon sibil £ ties and commitments could-he-determined 
By the British foreign Office alone# and saldt nlfe 'must now
boldly claimed that Canada had passed
lconsciously tube charge of' our own foreign policy***
Press*, .august It# ifil* p* 11
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